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2.11 Introductio n 
Inn 1977, NASA distributed an Announcement of Opportunity, inviting the astrophysical commu-

nityy to propose their views on the next generation of hard X-ray and 7-ray telescopes. Eight years after 
thee originally planned lift-off , on April 5 1991, the shuttle Atlantis (STS-37) successfully launched the 
Comptonn Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO), which contained the product of more than a decade of 
planning,, designing, building and calibrating the selected instruments. The observatory, weighing 17 
tonss and thereby the heaviest scientific satellite to date, was released in a circular orbit at an altitude 
off  about 450 km above the Earth (Fig. 2.1). On board are four 7-ray instruments designed to monitor 
andd image the sky in different energy ranges from ~ 20 keV to 30 GeV at an unprecedented combina-
tionn of high sensitivity, energy resolution and spatial resolution. Each of these instruments is briefly 
introducedd below. For more information, see, e.g., Appendix G of the NASA Research Announcement 
92-0SSA-17,, or the WWW page http://eaemy.gsfc.nasa.gov/cossc/cossc.html at the NASA Science 
Supportt Center (SSC). 

BATSEE (the Burst And Transient Source Experiment) consists of eight identically configured detectors 
locatedd at the eight corners of CGRO (two BATSE detectors are indicated in Fig. 2.1), which together 
providee the powerful capability of continuously monitoring the complete sky. Each detector consists 
off  a directionally sensitive Large Area Detector (LAD; 20 keV-1.9 MeV) and a Spectroscopy Detector 
(100 keV-100 MeV), both of which are Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors with sensitive areas of 2025 cm2 

andd 127 cm2 respectively. The large sensitive area and the energy domain of the LADs make BATSE 
veryy suitable for two of its main objectives: studies of 7-ray bursts and of X-ray transients. Using the 
Earthh occultation technique, BATSE also monitors a large number of hard X-ray sources, among which 
aree several (transient and non-transient) black-hole candidates. Typical burst and 1-day occultation 
sensitivitiess are ~ 3 x 10- 8 erg cm- 2 and 100 mCrab (30-100 keV) respectively, although the latter 
cann be significantly improved upon by using more data. 

OSSEE (the Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment) operates in an energy range (50 keV-10 
MeV)) that overlaps that of BATSE, but it is more sensitive and has a higher energy resolution. It 
consistss of four collimated NaI(Tl)-CsI(Na) phoswich detectors with a3.8°x 11.4° FWHM rectangular 
fieldfield of view. These detectors can move independently of each other, and relatively independent of the 
spacecraftt orientation, in the X — Z plane*  of CGRO. With a photopeak effective area of ~ 470 cm2 

perr detector at 600 keV, the 3<r line and continuum sensitivities for a 5 x 105 seconds exposure are 
typicallyy ^ 8 x 1Ü"5 photons cm- 2 s- 1 and ~ 3.7 X 10- 4 photons cm~2 s- 1 MeV-1 respectively. The 
scientificc objectives of OSSE include the study of galactic and extra-galactic hard X-ray/low-energy 
7-rayy sources such as black-hole candidates, pulsars and AGNs. 

EGRETT (the Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope) covers the 7-ray domain from — 20 MeV 
too ~ 30 GeV and utilizes a spark chamber to detect the high-energy photons through electron-positron 
pairr production. The effective area is ~ 1500 cm2 in the 200 MeV-1000 MeV range and the field of view 
hass a Gaussian shape with a FWHM of ~ 40°. For observations that are pointed far from the Galactic 
plane,, the estimated sensitivity to point sources for a two-week exposure is 6 X 10- s photons cm- 2 s- 1 

(>> 100 MeV). Primary objects for EGRET are blazar-type AGNs, pulsars and the diffuse Galactic 
emission. . 

Finally,, COMPTEL (the COMPton TELescope) fill s the spectral gap from ~ 1 MeV to ~ 30 MeV 
thatt exists between BATSE and OSSE on one side and EGRET on the other side. It was built by 

**  The right-handed CGRO [X,Y, Z) coordinate system has its origin 74.9 cm above the CGRO/ 
COMPTELL interface plane (or 13.2 cm above the middle of the COMPTEL D2 modules), with the 
positivee Z-axis pointing perpendicularly to and through the center of the COMPTEL Dl detector, 
andd the positive X-axis parallel to the longest sides of the spacecraft in the direction of OSSE. 

http://eaemy.gsfc.nasa.gov/cossc/cossc.html
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FigureFigure 2.1. This figure shows CGRO in orbit around the Earth only hours before it is released from 

thethe arm of the shuttle Atlantis. 
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aa collaboration of four institutes: the Max-Planck-Institiit fii r extraterrestrische Physik, Garching, 
FRG;; the Laboratory for Space Research (SRON), Leiden, the Netherlands; the Space Science Center 
off  the University of New Hampshire in Durham (NH, USA); and the Space Science Department of 
ESA,, Noordwijk, the Netherlands. 

COMPTELL has a wide field of view which can be approximated by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 
~~ 57° in the 1-3 MeV range, and has a typical energy resolution of 10% at 1 MeV and 5% at 6 MeV. 
Thee location accuracy varies with energy and source strength, but is typically of the order of 1°. In 
additionn to being an imaging 7-ray telescope, COMPTEL is (potentially) sensitive to polarized 7-ray 
emission,, and has also successfully been used as an imaging neutron detector. 

Inn this chapter, the COMPTEL instrument is described in detail to a level which allows the 
readerr to evaluate the scientific analysis and results presented in this thesis. In addition, several issues 
concerningg the analysis of COMPTEL data are addressed. Before the instrument and the quantities 
thatt are measured are described in Section 2.1.2, the reader is introduced to the principle of detection 
inn Section 2.1.1. An overview of the processing steps that are necessary to convert raw data into 
high-levell  scientific data is given in Section 2.1.3. The general introduction ends with the observing 
schedulee during the first three and a half years of the CGRO mission in Section 2.1.4. Next, the energy 
responsee and the response in the three-dimensional data space are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 
respectively.. General analysis issues, such as imaging methods, often used data sets and several flux 
correctionn factors, are discussed in Section 2.4. 

Thee following sections deal with detailed investigations of some of the instrument characteris-
tics.. In Section 2.5, an improvement of the model for the energy response of the lower detector 
iss discussed. Section 2.6 describes which corrections have to be applied to the raw time-of-flight 
(TOF)) values and how the associated flux correction factors (Section 2.4.4) have been calculated. The 
fluxflux corrections that are incorporated in the point-spread functions to account for selections on the 
pulse-shape-discriminatorr (PSD) values are derived in Section 2.7. Finally, algorithms for calculating 
thee instrument live time during normal observations and during 7-ray bursts are briefly discussed in 
Sectionn 2.8. 

2.1.11 D e t e c t i on pr inc ip le 

Thee detection principle of COMPTEL is conceptually very different from those utilized in instru-
mentss sensitive to hard X-rays or high-energy 7-rays and deserves a separate introduction. It makes 
aa clever use of the dominating photon-matter interaction process in the MeV energy range, which is 
Comptonn scattering (see Fig. 1.2). In the non-relativistic limit of this process, which is the domain 
thatt is applicable to COMPTEL, an incoming 7-ray photon of energy £7 is scattered by an electron 
att rest, which results in an energy transfer AEy from the photon to the electron and a deflection of 
thee photon through an angle <pg (the true or geometrical scattering angle; pronounced 'phigeo') with 
respectt to its original direction. The distribution of <pg is given by the energy-dependent cross section 
da/d<fda/d<fgg for Compton scattering, which is also called the Klein-Nishina function. 

Fromm the laws of conservation of energy and momentum, it can be shown that the scattering angle 
<p<pgg is related to the energy transfer &Ey as 

< ^ a r c c o s {ll  + m e c 2 ( ^ - ^ - ^ ) }  (2.1) 

Thee larger the deflection, the larger the energy transfer, with the maximum 

AA )?W £7 E^>mtc
2 1 2 
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reachedd for <pg = 180°. When both the energy increase of the electron A £ 7 and the energy of the 
scatteredd photon E-t — A£7 can be measured, the scattering angle <pg follows from Eq. (2.1). In 
combinationn with the directions of the electron and the scattered photon, this would allow for the 
determinationn of the original direction of the photon. 

Inn COMPTEL, the process of Compton scattering is utilized by a combination of two detectors 
roughlyy 1.5 m apart (see Fig. 2.2). We will first consider the detection of an event*  for the idealized 
casee when energy losses are negligible and energy and positional resolutions are infinitely good. An 
incomingg celestial photon from unknown direction s = ix*,^) 's Compton scattered once in the 
upperr detector Dl (which has been designed to optimize the chance for a single scattering), thereby 
transferringg an energy of A £ 7 to an electron. The photon of energy Ey — A £ 7 then continues in 
thee deflected direction ƒ = (x, V>) to the lower detector D2 {which is made uf high Z material) 
andd is completely absorbed. The important quantities that are determined for each event are the 
energyy deposits in the two detectors, Ei and E2, and the two interaction locations L\ — {Xi,Y\) and 
£22 - (^2,^2)- The calculated scattering angle <p (pronounced-'phibar') then follows from Eq. (2.1) by 
settingg £7 to ET = E\ + Ei and A£7 to £\. Furthermore, from the locations L] and L2 the direction 
off  the scattered photon / c an be inferred. The combination of ƒ and ip now defines a circle on the 
skyy (thick dotted line in Fig. 2.2), which consists of all the possible initial directions s of the photon. 
Forr the ideal case considered here (no energy losses etc.), the calculated scattering angle is equal to 
thee true, unknown, scattering angle {(p = <pg) and the circle intersects the source position ( \s, ip*). In 
Fig.. 2.2, the circle was chosen not to intersect the source position, i.e., <p > <pg, due to energy losses 
inn D2 (see below). Note that since the direction of the electron after the Compton scattering is not 
measured,, a circle rather than a single direction of incidence is obtained. 

Thee response to a single point source placed in front of COMPTEL consists of many of such event 
circles,, each having a different origin and radius, corresponding to different scattering directions and 
(^„-values.. In the ideal case, the source position is simply the common intersection point of all the 
eventt circles (Fig. 2.3a). 

Inn practice (the not so ideal case), the event circles do often not intersect the source location 
(Fig.. 2.3b). This is partly due to the uncertainties in the measured interaction locations L\ and £3 

(andd therefore in ƒ"), but, more importantly, because of the complex distribution of the measured 
scatteringg angle <p around the true scattering angle <pg. The latter uncertainty arises mainly from the 
factt that the measured energy deposits E\ and £2 which are used to calculate 9, are distributed around 
thee actual energies of the electron (A£7) and that of the scattered photon (£7 - A£ \) according to 
thee detector energy responses. For the Dl detector, the energy response Ri is basically just a Gaussian 
photopeakk with a width (energy resolution) of a{E) = 0.056 x E0b7 MeV (E in [MeV]). However, 
thee energy response for the D2 detector, #2, is a much more complicated function involving various 
typess of energy losses such as the escape from the D2 module of the electron or positron created by 
pairr production, or of the photon itself after one or more Compton scatterings (see Section 2.5). As 
aa result, the measured total energy deposit ET and the calculated scattering angle tp will also have 
complicatedd distributions around the initial energy £7 and the true scattering angle v?s respectively, 
withh in general ET ^ £> and <p> <pg. Typical examples of the distributions of some of the main event 
parameterss for a 4.438 MeV mono-energetic point source located at a zenith angle of 10°, are shown 
inn Fig. 2.4. The ET distribution consists of a photopeak at the input energy of 4.438 MeV (containing 
eventss that suffered no or negligible energy losses) and a broad tail to lower energies which contains 
eventss that primarily lost energy from the D2 detector. In particular, the features around 3.927 MeV 
andd 3.416 MeV are mainly caused by the escape from the D2 detector of one or both of the 511 keV 

**  The occurrences of interactions in both detectors within the coincidence time window of 40 ns, 
whetherr they are caused by a single photon or by multiple photons and/or particles, are called events. 
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^=^=  (r>r ) T= (x,v) 

FigureFigure 2.2. This figure shows the detection principle of COMPTEL. An incoming photon from direction 
ss = (xs?V's) is Compton scattered in the Dl detector, and continues its way to be (partly) absorbed 
inin the 1)2 detector. From the interaction locations ( X J , Y J) and (X2,Y2) the scattering direction 
ff = (w0) r a n ' ; e determined. Also shown are the true scattering angle <pg and the calculated 
scatteringscattering angle <p (> ipg). 
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FigureFigure 2.3. This figure shows four event circles on the sky for a point source located at (x '%^s) 
(denoted(denoted by the square). The scattering directions ( ƒ) are denoted by asterisks, the radii of the 
circlescircles are the calculated scattering angles (<p). (a): the ideal case, i.e., no energy losses and infinite 
energyenergy and location resolution; (b): a more realistic situation (<p > <pg). 

photonss liberated during the annihilation of the positron that was created by a pair creation process 
inn the D'2 detector. The fraction of events that ends up in the photopeak is called the photopeak 
efficiency.. Also shown in Fig. 2.4 are the Dl and D2 energy deposit spectra measured for this point 
source.. Noticeable features in these spectra are the bump around 3.4 MeV in the E\ distribution, 
correspondingg to pair-creation events in the Dl detector (correlated with a 0.511 MeV line in the D2 
distribution)) and the peak at low energies in the D2 distribution caused by bremsstrahlung emission 
generatedd in the Dl detector (Kappadath 1994). At low energies, the spectra exhibit a cutoff due to 
thee (simulated) on-board thresholds (units: channels), which correspond to cutoff energies of ~ 50 
keVV for the Dl modules and ~ 550 keV for the D2 modules. Because of the spread in the position of 
thee energy thresholds for the different modules, lower boundaries of 70 keV and 650 keV are used in 
thee scientific analysis (Section 2.4.1). Fig. 2.4 also shows the <p and ipg distr ibutions for the simulated 
pointt source. These obviously have very similar shapes, with the <p distribution extending to much 
largerr scattering angles due to the fact that for individual events (p > ipg. The difference between the 
<p<p and ifg values for an event is called the Angular Resolution Measure: 

ARMM = f - <pa. (2.3) ) 

Fig.. 2.4 also shows the ARM distribution for the simulated point source. Most prominent in this 
distributionn is the Gaussian peak at ARM = 0°, which corresponds to the photopeak in the Ej 
distribution,, i.e., consisting of events not suffering from energy losses. Events with large positive 
ARMM values are the result of escaping energy from the D2 detector, the small fraction of events to 
thee left of the ARM = 0° peak were subject to energy losses from the Dl detector. 
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FigureFigure 2.4. This figure shows typical distributions of some of the main event variables for Monte 

CarloCarlo simulations of a 4.438 MeV point source at a zenith angle of 10°. See the text for more details 

concerningconcerning these distributions. 

2.1.22 Instrumen t descript ion and data collection 

Noww that the general detection principle has been introduced, a concise description of the in-
strumentt is given for completeness. In short, the heart of COMPTEL is formed by the two detector 
layerss Dl and D2, separated by 1.58 m, and by four anti-coincidence domes, also called veto domes 
(Fig.. 2.5). The Dl and D2 detector layers consist of 7 and 14 modules respectively, the combinations 
off  which form the 98 so-called minitelescopes. Each of these components is further described below. 
Forr a complete description of the instrument and the performance characteristics, the user is referred 
too Schönfelder et al. (1993). Background information as well as current issues concerning the pro-
cessingg and analysis of C O M P T EL da ta can also be found on the W W W pages of the COMPTEL 
team,, e.g., see http://wsl3.sron.ruu.ni.8080/for that of the Laboratory for Space Research (SRON), 
thee Netherlands. 

Thee upper detector, Dl, has been designed to optimize the chance of a single Compton scattering. 
Itt consists of 7 cylindrical modules mounted on a support structure, each uniformly surrounded by 
88 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Below each module, circular holes were removed from the support 
s t ructuree in order to reduce unwanted scattering and absorption. The modules, with a height of 8.5 cm 

http://wsl3.sron.ruu.ni.8080/for
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andd a radius of 13.8 cm, consist of an aluminium housing filled with NE213A, a plastic liquid scintillator 
manufacturedd by Nuclear Enterprises Lt., which is composed mainly of carbon and hydrogen (see 
Kuchnirr & Lynch 1968 for some of the properties of NE213M=NE213A). The side housing contains 8 
openingss covered by quartz windows and viewed by the PMTs. Besides the modules, the Dl support 
structuree also contains liquid scintillator reservoirs, which are used to maintain a constant pressure 
inn the Dl modules, and an electronic device called the Front End Electronics (FEE). The relevant 
outputt from the Dl detector is processed by the FEEs and consists of, among other things, the PMT 
signals,, a fast-logic pulse for timing purposes and a Pulse-Shape Discriminator value (PSD). The 
(summed)) PMT signals are used to determine both the energy deposit and the interaction location 
duringg processing. The PSD (units: channels) is a measure for the decay time of the signal and can be 
usedd to distinguish photon-electron scattering (short decay time) from neutron-proton scattering (long 
decayy time). Section 2.7 describes the effect of selections on the PSD on the instrument response. 

Thee W er detector (D2) consists of 14 cylindrical modules of height 7.5 cm and radius 14.085 cm 
mountedd below a sandwich plate and has the purpose of absorbing the incoming photons that scattered 
inn Dl . The modules consist of an aluminium housing with low-density honeycomb top cover containing 
Nal(Tl)) crystals of mass ~ 17 kg each. Although a Ge(Li) semi-conductor has a much better energy 
resolution,, an Nal(Tl) scintillator has better timing-characteristics and a higher efficiency, and also 
doess not have to be cooled. Each module has 7 PMTs viewing the scintillator from below through 
openingss sealed with quartz windows. The relevant output from the D2 detector is processed by the 
FEEss for each module and consists of the PMT signals and a fast-logic pulse for timing purposes. The 
(summed)) PMT signals are later on used to determine both the energy deposit and the interaction 
location. . 

Thee anti-coincidence system consists of four veto domes completely surrounding Dl and D2 (see 
Fig.. 2.5). They are viewed by 24 PMTs each and have an estimated efficiency of > 99.9% for detecting 
chargedd particles. The relevant output from the anti-coincidence system is processed by the FEEs 
forr each veto dome and consists of a fast-logic pulse. Finally, for in-flight calibration purposes, 60Co-
dopedd scintillators are mounted roughly halfway between the Dl and D2 detectors (the CAL units). 
Thee radio-active ^Co decays with a half life of 5.3 years, thereby emitting a negative beta particle 
andd two 7-ray photons of energies 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV which may (or may not) interact in the Dl 
and/orr D2 detectors. The high efficiency of detection of the beta particle by the CAL units enables 
thee temporal identification of the so-called CAL events, which are caused by interactions of the 1.17 
MeVV photon and/or the 1.33 MeV photon in the main detectors. Apart from this type of calibration, 
eachh module and veto dome is also equipped with a Light-Emitting Diode (LED) for calibration and 
testingg purposes. 

Thee output of the various instrument components is fed into the Remote Electronic Assembly 
(REA),, located at the side of CGRO. This unit, consisting of the Analogue Electronics (AE) and the 
Digitall  Electronics (DE) further processes the raw signals. In particular, each event is time stamped 
withh an 1/8 ms accuracy and the modules that have been triggered are determined (one per detector 
forr a normal event). The fast-logic pulses from these modules are combined by the Fast-Coincident 
Circuitryy (FCC; contained in the AE) to form the Time Of Flight value (TOF; see also. Section 2.6). 
Thee TOF (units: channels, with 1 channel corresponding to ~ 0.28 ns), is a measure for the time 
differencee between the interactions in the detectors and can be used to distinguish photons moving from 
Dll  to D2 (this direction is referred to as downward, or forward) from photons moving the other way 
(upward,, or backward). Since the distance between the detectors is 1.58 m, the separation between 
thee forward peak in the TOF distribution (consisting of photons moving forward, and centered at 
channell  ~ 120) and the backward peak (centered at channel ~ 80) for vertically aligned modules is 
AtAt ss 2 x 1.58/c = 10.5 ns as 40 channels. 

Furthermore,, the AE/DE system samples and integrates various house-keeping parameters such 
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FigureFigure 2.5. This figure shows the main components of (he COMPTEL telescope. See the text in 
SectionSection 2.1.2 for descriptions of some of these components. 
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ass the detector and veto dome rates, and the temperatures of several instrument components. These 
sampless and integrations are performed once per superp&cket, which is equivalent to 8 packets, or to 
88 x 2.048 s = 16.384 s. Another task of the AE (FCC) is to pre-classify the events as either calibration 
events,, which are events that are coincident with a signal from one of the CAL units or with a LED 
stimulii  timing pulse, or as 'normal' events. At this stage, a huge background suppression is achieved 
byy selecting only those events for which there is no signal from any of the four veto domes, reducing 
thee event rate by ~ 99%. Note that there may be delayed signals from the veto domes, so that during 
thee processing one still has to require the absence of the anti-coincidence signals when selecting events 
(Sectionn 2.4.1). The DE further classifies the events according to a set of (programmable) selection 
criteria.. Events that are coincident with a signal from the CAL-units or with the firing of one of the 
modulee LEDs are automatically assigned to one of the CAL1 to CAL5 categories. All other events are 
firstt checked against the criteria for the so-called gamma-1 category. In normal mode, these criteria 
includee a minimum energy deposit in both detectors expressed in channels (corresponding to > 50 
keVV in the Dl detector and > 550 keV in the D2 detector) and a range for the raw TOF (channels 
95-150)) which accepts downward moving photons but rejects upward moving photons. The criteria 
forr the gamma-1 category have been chosen such that it contains nearly all of the signal, i.e., the 
celestiall  photons, that can be detected with COMPTEL, while limiting the event rate to typically 
<-- 6 - 30 events/second. Since the telemetry can handle 48 events/packet, a negligible loss of signal 
duee to telemetry saturation is ensured, except for the high rates that occur in deep Earth occultation 
att low rigidities. If the event does not belong in the gamma-1 category, it is checked whether it meets 
thee relaxed criteria for the gamma-2 category. In particular, all TOF values are allowed (channels 
0-255)) and the required minimum energy deposits are lowered from 20 to 5 channels. Mainly due to 
thee wide open TOF range, the gamma-2 rate is typically as high as ~ 40 - 130 events/second. Since 
thee gamma-1 events have a higher priority in the telemetry, this leads to a considerable dead time for 
gamma-22 events due to a saturated telemetry. When the event also fails the criteria for the gamma-2 
category,, it is included in the gamma-3 category for which a rate (combined with the gamma-0 class) 
off  1 event/packet is reserved in the telemetry. 

2.1.33 Processing the raw data 

Thee processing of raw data into higher-level data that can be used in scientific analysis involves 
severall  steps. A schematic overview of most of these processing steps is given in Appendix B. In 
thiss scheme, elliptical boxes contain the job names of the programs accessible through COMPASS, 
thee COMptel Processing and Analysis Software System. For a complete description of COMPASS 
andd its many possibilities, the reader is referred to the introductory guide to COMPASS (Stacy 
1995;; see also Diehl & Simpson 1985; den Herder 1992; de Vries 1994), or to the WWW site 
http://wsl3.sron.rmi.nl:8080/compass/compass.html. http://wsl3.sron.rmi.nl:8080/compass/compass.html. 

Firstly,, the flight tape with the raw data is read by the COMPASS job EVPRNN and the different 
typess of data (events, orbital parameters, housekeeping parameters) are written to a number of data 
filess (part labelled A in Appendix B). This step does not involve any corrections or calibrations, 
butt does include a calculation of the live time per superpacket. Subsequently, we can identify two 
majorr steps that convert the raw event data to calibrated event data (part B in Appendix B). The 
COMPASSS programs in the In-Flight Calibration (IFC) subsystem determine the PMT gains (using 
thee CAL events) that are needed for the energy calibration of the events. The actual energy calibration 
iss performed in EVPRNN, which converts the analogue sum of the PMT outputs (units: channels) to an 
energyy deposit (units: keV). In addition to the energy calibration, EVPRNN determines the interaction 
locationss from the PMT outputs using a neural network, and adjusts the raw PSD and TOF values 
usingg correction factors derived from pre-launch calibration data. After these corrections, the PSD 
forr photon interactions in Dl is ~ 80 channels, independent of energy, while for neutron interactions 

http://wsl3.sron.rmi.nl:8080/compass/compass.html
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HH is typically > 115 channels (see also Section 2.7). The TOF corrections are such that downward 
movingg photons end up at channel ~ 120, while upward moving photons are found at channel ~ 80. 
Inn Section 2.6 it is shown that the TOF resolution can be improved significantly with respect to the 
first-orderfirst-order corrections applied in EVPRNIf. 

Dataa sets containing the processed events are called EVP data sets. Together with, a.o, TIM 
dataa sets (containing the valid time intervals) and DAD data sets (containing orbit and aspect data 
perr superpacket), they form the low-level data. Other data sets in this category that are often used 
aree the ISD and HKD data sets, with the instrument status and housekeeping data respectively (see 
Appendixx C for a list of acronyms and abbreviations). 

Basedd on these low-level data, the first step to create high-level data, involves the generation of 
dataa sets representing the response components (part C in Appendix B). This task is performed by the 
COMPASSS program SKYDRI, which calculates the exposure and geometry functions (DRX and DRG data 
sets),, and bins the selected events into DRE datasets (see Section 2.3 for a description of the COMPTEL 
responsee components and. Section 3.4 for models of the instrumental background). Hereby the FPM 
andd EHS data sets are used to supply information about any D2 modules having failed PMTs and 
aboutt the desired minimum distance of the projected event circles to the Earths horizon respectively 
(Sectionn 2.3.3). Both of these datasets have a (different) influence on the selection of events and on 
thee calculation of the geometry function and are taken into account. Note that presently (1995/1996), 
fivefive D2 modules (D2-1, D2-2, D2-11, D2-13 and D2-14) contain one or more failed PMTs, and that 
bothh D2-1 and D2-2 are practically not used (D2-1 has been switched off completely in August 1994). 

Forr the standard imaging methods that create sky maps (part D in Appendix B), the only other 
dataa sets required are FAQs/IAQs, which contain the point-spread function in 3D/2D format (Sec-
tionn 2.3.2), and a model for the instrumental background (Section 3.4). The data sets containing 
thee final sky maps are designated MLM, if produced by a maximum-likelihood ratio method (e.g., 
thee COMPASS programs SRCLIX and SRCLIK), or HEA if produced by a maximum-entropy method 
(SKYMEM). . 

2.1.44 T he observ ing schedu le and Sky Survey 

Thee CGRO observing schedule during the so-called Phases I, II and II I is given in Appendix A 
andd consists of observations, or viewing periods, typically lasting a few days up to a few weeks. 
Startt and end times are usually given in terms of TJD, which is the truncated Julian date (TJD = 
JDD - 2440000.5), and the number of ticks since the start of the day (1 tick = 1/8 millisecond). After 
thee launch on April 5, 1991 and the usual period of outgassing and testing, several validation pointings 
weree performed. These observations, nïbst of which were pointed in the Galactic anti-center direction 
too view the Crab (a strong source for all four instruments), are denoted by a floating number smaller 
thann 1 (see Appendix A). The validation period was followed by the first full-sky survey at 7-ray 
energies.. This survey consists of observations Obs. 1 to 44.0 which together constitute the Phase I 
observations.. The Target Of Opportunity (TOO) pointings that were performed during these first one 
andd a half years are Obs. 2.5 for the Sun, Obs. 7.0 for Cyg X-3 and Obs. 36.0, 36.5 and 39.0 for GRO 
.10422+32. . 

Thee full-sky survey was followed by Phases II and III , consisting of the viewing periods Obs. 201.0 
too 232.5 and Obs. 301.0 to 339.0. The TOOs during these Phases are Obs. 216.0, 227.0 and 228.0 for 
SNN 1993J in M81, 230.0, 230.5 and 301.0 for GRO J1008-57, Obs. 302.0, 303.2 and 303.7 for Nova 
Cygg 1992, Obs. 303.0 for GRS 1009-45, and Obs. 336.5 and 338.0 for GRO J1655-40. 

Wee note that for some of the viewing periods no data are available. One of these is Obs. 22, 
whichh is the last observation for which the on-board tape recorders were used for storing the CGRO 
dataa during periods that no telemetry existed. The increasing number of bit errors that these tape 
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recorderss introduced forced the use of real-time telemetry from Obs. 23 onwards. Furthermore, no 
dataa are available during the reboost of the CGR.0 spacecraft from an altitude of 345 km to an altitude 
off  ~ 450 km, which was performed during Obs. 219.1, 219.7, 225.0, 303.5 and 308.3. Finally, to avoid 
anyy potential instrument damage during the Perseid meteor shower in 1993 (Obs. 229.3), the bottom 
off  the spacecraft was pointed in the direction of the radiant and the high voltages of the COMPTEL 
detectorss were switched off. 

2.22 The response in energy space 
Thee energy response of COMPTEL describes the distribution of the measured total energy deposit 

EjEj = E\ + &7 to incoming photons of energy Ey. From the description of the detection principle in 
Sectionn 2.1.1 it follows that this total energy response, apart from energy losses that occur between 
thee two detectors, is the convolution of the energy response of the Dl detector with that of the D2 
detector.. It has been determined in three different ways: ^empirically from calibration sources of 
discretee 7-ray energy, from Monte Cario simulations using a detailed mass model of COMPTEL, and 
fromm the convolution of analytical descriptions of the responses of the Dl and D2 detectors, which 
themselvess have been determined from single-detector calibrations. 

Inn Fig. 2.4, the total energy response RT(ET) for incoming photons of energy 4.438 MeV is 
shown.. Characteristics of the COMPTEL response are a photopeak consisting of photons that suffered 
negligiblee energy loss, and the tail extending to lower energies, consisting mainly of photons that were 
notnot completely absorbed in the D2 detector. The energy resolution, which is defined by the width of 
thee approximately Gaussian photopeak, was consistently determined from both empirical data and 
fromm Monte Carlo simulations and can be described by 

ff(f^)ff(f^)  = 0.01 X yJl4.61Ei + 2.53£2t (2.4) 

withh Ey in [MeV] (Schönfelder et al. 1993). 

2.33 The response in 3D data space 
Usually,, in astronomy the convolution of a two-dimensional'celestial distribution with the instru-

mentall  response results in a somewhat smeared, but still two-dimensional, data space. For COMPTEL, 
ann equivalent response description for a point source would consist of the event circles derived from the 
scatteringg directions and scattering angles (see Fig. 2.3b). However, since the full instrument response 
mustt be considered four-dimensional, e.g., the coordinates of the scattering direction and the energy 
depositss (Section 2.1.1), the event-circle representation neglects too much of the available information. 
Onn the other hand, the limitations on the available computing time and mass storage has rendered 
thee full four-dimensional representation impossible in the past and so a three-dimensional data space 
iss used (see Strong, Hermsen & Diehl 1986; Strong 1990). Only recently has it become possible to 
experimentt with a four-dimensional data space, but it still has to be proven whether incorporating 
thee extra dimension leads to a significant improvement of the analysis. 

Thee three-dimensional COMPTEL data space is formed by the event variables \ , ip and if, i.e., the 
coordinatess of the scattering direction and the scattering angle. After the selections on energy deposits, 
PSD,, TOF etc. (Section 2.4.1), the events are binned by the COMPASS program SKYDRI and stored 
inn so-called DRE data sets (Section 2.1.3), which usually have bin sizes of (Ax, Atf>, A<p) - (1°,1°,2°). 

Inn the remainder of this Section, the key building blocks of the instrument response in this three-
dimensionall  data space are introduced. These are the effective area (Section 2.3.1), the point-spread 
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functionn (Section 2.3.2) and the geometry function (Section 2.3.3). The complete response description 
iss given in Section 2.3.4, together with the introduction of the relevant COMPASS data set types DRX 
(thee exposure), FAQ/IAQ (the 3D/2D point-spread function) and DRG (the Geometry). 

2.3.11 The effective area and exposure function (DRX) 
Thee effective area A, without restriction on the scattered photon, is defined as the total surface 

areaa of the Dl detector ADI (= 4188 cm2), corrected for the energy- and incident-angle-dependent 
interactionn probability. With 9 the zenith angle between the direction of incidence of the photons and 
thee normal to the detector surface, d = 8.5 cm the thickness of a Dl module and y, the total linear 
attenuationn coefficient [cm-1] , the effective area for photons of energy En from direction (xs,i> s) can 
bee written as 

AA = A(E^9(xs,iPs)) = {AD I cos*}  { l - e - " ( ^ > ^ }  . (2.5) 

Thee term in the first pair of brackets describes the decrease of projected surface area as a function of 
zenithh angle, the term in the second pair of brackets is the energy-dependent interaction probability 
whichh depends both on the total linear attenuation coefficient y{E-y) and on the path length dj cos$ 
throughh the Dl module. Note that ji  is the sum of the linear attenuation coefficients for Compton 
scattering,, photoelectric absorption and pair production. Whether or not a valid event is produced by 
thesee processes is governed by the point-spread function (Section 2.3.2). Typical values for A for 0.75 
MeV/300 MeV point sources, are 1895 cm2/446 cm2 at a zenith angle of 0° and 1637 cm2/432 cm2 at 
aa zenith angle of 50°. 

Thee implementation of the effective area in the exposure of the response description (DRX; p. 41) 
differss from the definition given above. In order to obtain an exposure that is independent of the 
energyy of the incident radiation, it was decided to separate the term in the second pair of brackets in 
Eq.. (2.5) into an energy-dependent part and a ^-dependent part as 

A(E^6)A(E^6) « Ae(0)AE(Ey) = I AD1 cos91~_ ^"'J U l - e~^E  ̂ (2.6) 

withh a = 0.2. This approximation, which is quite arbitrary, is accurate to within 7% for all energies 
andd for 9 between 0° and 30° degrees, but becomes increasingly invalid at larger angles 0, especially 
att the lower energies where fi is largest. At 9 = 40°, the error introduced by this approximation is 
14%% at 0.07 MeV and 1.1% at 20 MeV, while at 9 = 60° and 6 = 80° these errors are (46%, 3.5%) and 
(184%,, 14%) respectively. However, note that the total response to a point source, i.e., including the 
point-spreadd function and the geometry function (Section 2.3.4), has the form of a two-dimensional 
Gaussiann with a ~ 24°, rendering the response at zenith angles larger than 60° essentially zero. 

Whenn Eq. (2.6) is used instead of Eq. (2.5), the energy-dependent AE can be included in the 
energy-dependentt point-spread function (Section 2.3.2) and the ^-dependent A$ in the exposure (Sec-
tionn 2.3.4). The fact that the point-spread function is then relatively independent of 6 leads to a 
greatlyy simplified response description (see Section 2.3.4). 

2.3.22 The point-spread function (PSF) 
Thee key ingredient in the COMPTEL response description is the point-spread function, or PSF. 

Thee two-dimensional form of this function, F2
 y(<pg,{p), gives the probability that an E1 [MeV] pho-

tonn scatters through an angle <pg while one measures a scattering angle (p. As can be inferred from 
Sectionn 2.1.1, it must include, among other things, the interaction probability in the Dl detector, the 
probabilityy da/dtpg for a certain <pg to occur (given by the Klein-Nishina function), the interaction 
probabilityy for the subsequent interaction in the D2 detector and the conditional chance of measuring 
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aa scattering angle (p. Before the analytical form of F2
 1 is given, we note the following four charac-

teristicss of the COMPTEL PSFs. Firstly, it is assumed that the photon, after the interaction in the 
Dll  detector, always encounters the D2 detector, irrespective of its scattering direction. The proba-
bilityy of encountering a D2 module for a specific scattering direction, averaged over the Dl modules, 
iss contained in the geometry function which is described in Section 2.3.3. Secondly, the response 
descriptionn was defined in such a way that the COMPTEL PSFs include only the energy-dependent 
partt of the interaction probability in the Dl detector — the source zenith angle dependent part is 
includedd in the exposure function (see Section 2.3.1). Thirdly, F2  ̂ does not depend explicitly on 
thee scattering direction and therefore on the amount of material encountered between the Dl and D2 
detectors.. It should be noted that this is an approximation which, due to the different distributions 
off  scattering directions for sources at small and large zenith angles, introduces a small normalization 
uncertainty.. Finally, because a selection on the PSD throws away an Ex-dependent fraction of the 
signall  (Section 2.7), the PSFs are created with corrections for this selection effect included. This 
actuallyy introduces a dependence of the PSFs on zenith angle of the source, which is the reason why 
mostt PSFs are generated for an average zenith angle of 10° 

Withh P{A\B) the probability of the occurrence of A, given the occurrence of B, the analytical 
approximationn to the two-dimensional PSF can be written as 

F^{pF^{pgĝ )^) = P{9gM^) ( 2 7 ) 

«« AEP(tpg\Ey)P{<p\<ps,Ei)(l - exv[-{i(Ê2(tp3,E^)d\), 

withh AE the energy-dependent part of the exposure representing the interaction probability in the Dl 
detectorr at normal incidence angles (see Eq. (2.6)) and P(tpg\E^) the probability for a photon of energy 
EEyy to scatter through an angle <pg (see Eq. (2.20)). The last term in Eq. (2.7) is an approximation of 
thee physical interaction probability in the D2 detector, with fi the linear attenuation coefficient, Eq 
thee energy of the photon before entering the D2 detector and d the angle-averaged thickness of the 
D22 detector. Finally, the remaining term in Eq. (2.7) can be expanded into 

PCvta.S-r)) = J Ri ( £ i | £ i ( y9 , £7 ) ) &2 (E3{^El)\È2(iplnE^) 
dEdE22(<p,E(<p,E11) ) 

d^ d^ 
dEdEll (2.8) 

withh Ri and R2 the analytical energy responses of the Dl and D2 detectors for input photon energies 
off Êi and Ê2 respectively (see Section 2.1.1). Fig. 2.6 shows a contour plot of the distribution of 
FF22

EE''(ipg,<p)''(ipg,<p) for a mono-energetic point source of 4.438 MeV. When this function is summed along 
liness for which <p = <pg + constant, i.e., along the horizontal axis after a rotation of 45° clockwise in 
Fig.. 2.6, the ARM distribution of Fig. 2.4 is obtained (however, note that in the latter distribution 
thee geometry function is also included). 

Thee PSF for the three-dimensional data representation, FEi, can be calculated from the two-
dimensionall  equivalent using simple geometrical relationships between ipg, the coordinates of the 
scatteringg direction (x, 0) and the source position (x',$')- If X(s) and V W (which were not further 
specifiedd up to now) are azimuth and elevation type of angles in a spherical coordinate system, such as 
thee Galactic system (/,&) and the equatorial system (a,£), the cosine formula applied to the triangle 
formedd by (x* , l/»*)» (Xi 0) a nd the pole of the further unspecified coordinate system, gives 

cos<pcos<pgg = sinV>sin^>* + cos 0cos 0*  cos(x - Xs) (2-9) 

(notee that this equation is the analytical description of the dotted event circle in Fig. 2.2). For each 
sourcee location, P£'r(x»^»X* ) *̂><?) c an b e calculated from 

FFEE^(x,Tp,x',r,<p)dn=^(x,Tp,x',r,<p)dn= Ff-'i^&dü', (2.10) 
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FigureFigure 2.6. This figure shows a grey-scale/'contour plot, of the two-dimensional form of the COMPTEL 

E E 
PSF,PSF, F2

 1(ipg,if). The diagonal line <p = <pg represents events which suffered negligible energy losses. 
NoteNote that, in order to enhance the small-amplitude tails towards large <p values, this figure actually 
showsshows the square root of F2~'. 

withh dil — cosipdxdi/) and dil' = 2x sin fgd<pg the infinitesimal solid angle elements and the relation 
betweenn <pg and (x>^) taken from Eq. (2.9). 

Thee source-location dependent FE^(Xi i>,X*i' ,i}Si*p)  is increasingly being used in the C O M P T EL 
analysis.. However, the limited available computing time in the past has led to the implementation of 
thee so-called small-angle approximation. When ip, ip-s and ipg are small, which automatically implies 
thatt the difference (x - xs) is small, we may use Taylor expansions for the cosine and sine terms in 
Eq.. (2.9) to obtain 

fgfg « \ / ( X - X ' ) 2 + (V>-tf>*) 2, (2.11) 

whichh is called the small-angle or Euclidean representation (note that this implies that the dotted 
eventt circle in Pig. 2.2 is circular only for relatively small values of ip, ips and tpg). The advantage of 
usingg Eq. (2 . I I ) instead of Eq. (2.9) for the relation between ipg and ( \ , t>) in Eq. (2.10), is that the 
calculatedd FE~'(x ~ Xs  ~ ^,s>¥>) then depends only on the differences x ~ Xs and 0 - tps, but not 
explicitlyexplicitly on the source position ( x S i ^ s) itself. In that case, the same F£"^ can be used throughout 
thee field of view, which allows for the use of fast Fourier transforms in a deconvolution-type of analysis 
(seee Section 2.4.8). The error that is made when using the small-angle representation is depicted in 
Fig.. 2.7. The left picture in this figure shows a schematic view of the relation between <pg and (x,ip) for 
ann arbitrary source location (,\s. v s) . The plots on the right side show the difference between Eq. (2.9) 
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(solidd lines) and its approximation Eq. (2.11) (dashed lines) for a number of cross-cuts through this 
cone,, the upper plot for a source located at (30°, 0°), the lower plot for a source located at (0°,30°). 
Thee small-angle approximation Eq. (2.11) is evidently much better in the upper plot than in the lower 
plot,, reflecting the requirement that only the difference x ~ Xs needs to be small, but not \3 itself. 
Whenn using, e.g., the Galactic coordinate system (/, 6), one may therefore apply this approximation at 
alll  longitudes (0° - 360°), but only at a restricted latitude range (|6| < 30°). However, note that the 
errorr introduced by Eq. (2.11) is not as bad as it seems in Fig. 2.7, because the finite dimensions of 
thee Dl and D2 detectors limit the possible scattering directions (x, VO* The dotted circles in Fig. 2.7 
denotee the {x,V 0 coverage for a pointing direction at (0°,0°) and do not encompass the regions in 
whichh the approximation breaks down completely. 

Thee cone in the left picture in Fig. 2.7, apart from depicting the relation between <p and (x,4>), 
iss also a nice illustration of the three-dimensional form of the PSF. Since (p is distributed around <pg 

accordingg to Fig. 2.6, we may visualize FEi by placing these distributions vertically around the cone at 
thee appropriate y>3, and to replace <pg on the vertical axis by (p. In other words, the three-dimensional 
PSFF is distributed like a partly-filled cone. Note that this distribution intersects the (x,V0 plane at 
thee source position (x*»^*) -

Thee COMPTEL PSF, just like the energy response in Section 2.2, has been determined in three 
differentt ways: empirically from calibration sources of discrete 7-ray energy, from Monte Carlo sim-
ulationsulations using a detailed mass model of COMPTEL, and using Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) with analytical 
descriptionss of the energy responses of the Dl and D2 detectors determined from single-detector cal-
ibrationss (also called modelled PSFs). All of these PSF types are subject to different uncertainties 
and/orr disadvantages in usage. 

Thee empirical PSFs exist only at a limited number of calibration energies, complicating the syn-
thesiss into a PSF for a continuum energy spectrum. Furthermore, these PSFs need to be corrected for 
thee contribution of the background radiation and for the multiple 7-ray lines that some of the calibra-
tionn sources emitted. Although they have been invaluable for providing an empirical measurement of 
thee shape and the absolute normalization of the COMPTEL PSFs, the empirical PSFs are not used 
anyy more for scientific analysis. 

Thee modelled PSFs have the advantage that the required computing time is small, allowing for 
thee quick generation of PSFs for new energy ranges and/or spectral shapes. Much work has been 
devotedd into incorporating analytical descriptions of the various types of physical interactions into the 
modelledd PSFs. These include detailed models for the energy response of the D2 detector (Section 2.5), 
estimatess for the self-vetoing fraction and multi-hits, for attenuation by the material above and below 
thee Dl detector and for the fraction of Compton scattering among the possible interactions in the Dl 
detectorr (de Boer 1992a). Despite these efforts, the shape and normalization of the modelled PSFs do 
nott always agree well with the empirical and simulated PSFs. This is due partly to the averaging that 
iss introduced by the analytical descriptions, and partly to the fact that attenuation is (for simplicity) 
treatedd as a pure efficiency effect. Since Compton scatterings and pair creation anywhere in the 
instrumentt may result in coincident interactions in the Dl and D2 detectors, the description of the 
attenuationn should also include the shape of the PSF. 

Thee simulated PSFs are created from Monte Carlo simulations of a source placed in front of the 
masss model of COMPTEL, using the GEANT code developed by CERN and implemented in the 
SIMM subsystem (Brun et al. 1987). This software package allows for detailed simulations of photon* 
andd charged particles trajectories, including interaction processes such as Compton scattering, pair 
production,, photoelectric absorption and bremsstrahlung. After the energy and the initial direction 
aree randomly picked, each photon and all secondary created particles are tracked until they fall below 
aa certain threshold energy. The output of the simulations, like energy deposits and interaction loca-
tions,, are afterwards artificially broadened with the instrumental resolutions to obtain realistic events. 
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FigureFigure 2.7. This figure shows the relation between the true, unknown, scattering angle <pa and scat-

teringtering direction ƒ = (\,p) f°r a point source at the celestial position s = (xs.q.,s)- (a).' a three-

dimensionaldimensional schematic view showing the cone-like form, (b): Contour plot of <pg versus (\,i&)  for 

aa source at ( , \V/ 'S) = (3(P,0°). The origin of the coordinate system, (0°,0°), corresponds to the 

pointingpointing direction. The solid lines denote the exact relation from Eq. (2.9), the dashed lines show the 

EuclideanEuclidean approximation from Eq. (2.Ï1). Outside of the dotted circles, no events can be detected 

duedue to the finite extent of the Dl and D2 detectors and hence the ( \ , 0) coverage, (c): same as (b), 

butbut now for a source at (\s,iJ)s) - (0°,30°). 

Comparisonss with the empirical PSFs show good agreement concerning the ARM distribution, total 
energyy resolution and effective area. An extensive description of the mass model and the simulations 
cann be found in Kippen (1991). 

Thee accuracy of the simulated PSFs depends on the level of agreement of the mass model with 
thee actual mass distribution in COMPTEL and on the description and completeness of the physical 
interactionn processes. It is believed that both requirements are fulfille d satisfactorily and the simulated 
PSFss have therefore become the standards to be used. A disadvantage of the simulated PSFs, however, 
iss the amount of t ime involved to obtain sufficient statistics. This problem has been greatly reduced 
byy synthesizing mono-energetic PSFs into PSFs for particular energy spectra. 
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FigureFigure 2.8. This figure shows the two-dimensional dimensionless geometry matrix Gt in the absence of 

datadata space selections and live times, i.e., the sum over the minitelescopes of gij(x, VO- Left picture: for 

thethe minitclescopes (Dl-3, D2-1), (Dl-3, D2-14), (Dl-6, D2-1) and (Dl-6, D2-14) only; right picture: 
forfor all modules excluding D2-2. 

2 . 3 .33 T h e g e o m e t ry f u n c t i o n ( D R G ) a nd E H A s e l e c t i o ns 

Thee point-spread function which has been described in the previous Section is the basic component 
inn the COMPEL response description. However, it has been denned assuming that the scattered 

photonn always encounters the D2 detector. In order to take into account the limitations in possible 

scatterr directions (x,^) due to the finite sizes of the 1)1 and D2 detectors, a geometry function 

GtiXii^i^iGtiXii^i^i  defined as 

77 14 

Gtix^,?)Gtix^,?) =  zt{x,'ll>, ip)'Yj^bijitLij ytgij{x,i))l7, (2.12) 

iss calculated for each superpacket t. The main constituent of this function, gij(x,i>)>  's t n e fractional 
overlapp of the projection of module Dl- i onto module D2-j in the scattering direction (x<^) >" the 
celestiall  coordinate system (see Fig. 2.2). It is defined as the integral of the overlapping area normalized 
too the surface area of a Dl module and is equal to 1 if the projection of the Dl module (with radius 
13.88 cm) is completely contained within the D2 module (with radius 14.085 cm). In other words, the 
summ of gij(x,i>)  over the minitelescopes is the probability of encountering a D2 module in the scatter 
directionn ( x ^ ) - Although gX](x^) does not change from superpacket to superpacket when there is 
noo change in the on/off statuses of the modules (which is the reason for omitt ing t from its definition), 
itt must be re-calculated after (small) pointing changes. 

Otherr factors in Eq. (2.12) are 6{Jtt, which is a delta function (1 or 0) that governs the on/off 
statuss during superpacket t of the minitelescope formed by Dl- i and D2- j, and £tj,t5 which is the live 
timee for that minitelescope in superpacket t (see Section 2.8). In general, L{J}t is close to 1 with a 
similarr average of ~ 0.97 for each minitelescope. Although the COMPASS program SKYDRI, which 
calculatess the response components (Section 2.1.3), allows this factor to be included in the geometry 
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FigureFigure 2.9. This figure depicts the definition of the Earth Horizon angle (see text for an explanation). 

function,, it is customary to neglect the small t ime dependence of £.;;< and apply a factor of 1.03 to the 
derivedd fluxes and counts. Finally, all selections in data space, such as on the Earth Horizon Angle 
(EHA;; see below), are contained in Zt(x,i>,<{>)-  This delta function is 1 if the particular data-space 
binn should be included during superpacket /. and 0 if it should be rejected. 

Inn the absence of data-space selections (z = 1) and live times (L = 1), Gt is just the sum over the 
includedd modules of the overlap function gij and depends on \ a" d ip only- In Fig. 2.8 two examples 
off  this two-dimensional distribution are shown, in which (0°,0°) corresponds to the pointing direction. 
Thee left picture shows the form of this function when only 4 out of the total of 98 minitelescopes are 
includedd (1)1-3 and Dl-6 in combination with D2-1 and D2-14). Because the modules Dl - 3 and Dl-6 
aree roughly vertically aligned with the modules D2-14 and D2-1 respectively, both of the factors #344 
andd (/6 1 contribute around {\, if)) = (0°,0°), which corresponds to a scattering direction perpendicular 
too the detector planes. The two outer peaks represent the factors #3,1 and #6,i4- The right picture 
showss the form of Gt when all modules except D2-2 are switched on. 

Thee most, important, and in fact the only, event selections that affect the data-space component 
off  the geometry, zt, are selections on <p and on the Earth Horizon Angle (EHA). The first of these 
selectionss can be accommodated for by restricting the (p extent of the geometry, the latter is more 
cumbersomee to implement due to its dependence on t ime. The EHA selection is applied to events 
inn order to reject photons for which the minimum angular distance of the event circle on the sky 
(Fig.. 2.2) to the Earth 's horizon is less than £ degrees, with C, typically 5°. In other words, the EHA 
eventt selection rejects all photons that, may have originated in the Earth 's atmosphere. This selection 
wass found to be crucial for the signal-to-noise ratio, which is not surprising considering the huge solid 
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FigureFigure 2.10. This figure shows the ratio of the (x, ^ ) distribution of Z (= J zt dt) for a iarge (p value 
toto that for a small <p value. In this case, the required minimum distance of the event circle to the 
Earth'sEarth's Horizon, £, was set to 10°. Left picture: Obs. 11, for which PE lies in the range 2° - 178°; 
rightt picture: Obs. 14, for which PE lies in the range 81° - 99°. 

anglee that the Ear th occupies at the alt i tude of CGRO (a fraction ~ 0.32 of the whole sky) and the 
largee 7-ray flux resulting from cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere. 

Becausee the EHA event selection is based on the x> V> and <p values of the event and on the 
(t ime-dependent)) position of the Earth (see below), i t is necessary to modify the response through 
thee delta function 2t(x, V ^ ) o n a superpacket basis. The event variable EHA for events, or for da ta 
spacee bins, is calculated as follows (see Fig. 2.9). Let Et = {xE,i> E) denote the direction to the 
centerr of the Ear th during superpacket t. Consider a photon from unknown initial direction (x3^3), 
orr a data-space bin, with data-space coordinates (x,i>,<?)- Let a be the angle between the scattering 
directionn f= (x, i>)  and Ê. The Earth Horizon Angle OEH is now defined as 

<*EH<*EH  = a - a «, 

withh a/? « 72° the angle under which the radius of the Earth including the atmosphere is seen from_ 
thee position of CGRO. In other words, QEH is the smallest angle between the scattering direction ƒ 

andd the tangents to the Earth 's horizon. Next, define the (-angle as 

C((p)C((p) = C*EH - (2.13; ; 

Forr scatter ing angles <p larger than ctEH (C < 0°), the inferred event circle intersects the Ear th 's 
horizonn and it is possible that the photon originated in the Earth 's atmosphere. On the other hand, 
iff  C > 0°. then the photon could not possibly have come from the Earth due to the fact that tp > ipg. 
Inn view of the finite <p resolution of a few degrees, the standard selection has conservatively been set 
too C > 5° (Section 2.4.1). 

I tt is il lustrative to consider the time integrated Z = ƒz t dt during an observation. When the 
modulee on /off statuses (£,j) remain constant and live-time effects are neglected, the t ime-integrated 
geometryy G = J Gtdt is just the summed two-dimensional g, j(x>^) (right picture in Fig. 2.8) at 
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eachh tp, modified by the data space selections Z(x,i>,<p). Because data space bins with large Cp values 
representt large event circles, they wil l be more often rejected than data space bins with small (p values, 
ass a result of which Z becomes a monotonically decreasing function of <p. The precise form of the (x,V>) 
partt of Z depends critically on the range of values of the angle PE between the pointing direction and 
thee Ear th 's center. Tf the pointing direction nearly lies in the orbital plane, PE ranges from 0° up 
too 180° and the (x,4>) distribution of Z is relatively independent on <p (left picture of Fig. 2.10). If, 
onn the other hand, the pointing direction is nearly perpendicular to the orbital plane, PE f luctuates 
aroundd 90° and this may cause one side of the (x, ip) plane to be influenced more severely at high <p 
valuess because of the switch-off of COMPTEL during SAA passages (right picture of Fig. 2.10). 

2 . 3 .44 T h e c o m b i n ed i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n se 

Noww that all of the response components have been introduced, we present the full telescope 
responsee function. Several assumptions and approximations have to be made in order to obtain a 
workablee definition. An important assumption, which was already implicitl y used in Section 2.3.2, is 
thatt the response of the individual 98 minitelescopes is essentially equivalent. In other words, possible 
differencess between minitelescopes with respect to the energy thresholds and the amount of material 
traversedd from the Dl to the D2 detector are neglected. Furthermore, the separation of the exposure 
intoo an energy-dependent part and a zenith-angle dependent part was shown not to be completely 
correctt (see section 2.3.1). 

Thee complete telescope response can be written as follows. Let « ( x , ^ ^ ) be the da ta space 
distributionn of the events collected in a certain time interval, subject to various event selections such 
ass on energy and on EHA. Let Gt be the geometry function during superpacket t with the da ta space 
selectionss (EHA) contained in zt(x,i>-,(p) (Section 2.3.3). The mono-energetic response description, as 
definedd in Strong (1990), may then be written as 

n(x,n(x, 1>,<P) = Y<( f dx*  d  ̂ {Gt  ̂  ̂ VVEAX'* ^ E-y) cos ^ 
tt J J (2.14) 

AA99,,tt(x',P)F(x',P)FEhEh(x,'J>,<P,x',ri>')} (x,'J>,<P,x',ri>')} 

withh IEAXSI ^S) E-y) the intensity distribution during superpacket t [ photons c m- 2 s r- 1 s- 1 ] , and Gt, 
AgAgftft and FE~< from Eqs. (2.12), (2.6) and (2.10) respectively. The cos ij)3 term reflects the decrease of an 
infinitesimall  element towards higher latitudes and may be omitted when IE,I is just a collection of point 
sourcess instead of a diffuse distribution. In order to simplify Eq. (2.14), assume that both Igj and Ae,t 
doo not depend on t ime, i.e., the sources are not t ime variable and the pointing direction is constant. In 
addit ion,, assume that the spectral shape is constant over the image, IE{XS, ty*-, &-y) = HxSi' tPs)f(F-y)-
Wit hh G{...) = (\/AT) jGt[...)dt, Eq. (2.14) becomes 

n(x,4\<p)n(x,4\<p) = G{X,4>,<p) j J dX°dr{l(xs,r)cosij>°X(xs,r)F(x,ip,<P,Xs,r)}. (2.15) 

Heree A r(xst V** ) = ATAe(xs, ifi3) is the exposure [cm2 s], AT = ƒ dt the exposure time in seconds and 
F ( . . .)) = ƒ FE^(...)f(E^)dEy/ ƒ f(E^)dEy the PSF weighed over energy. 

Althoughh Eq. (2.15) is already in a much simpler form than Eq. (2.14), until recently it was com-
putational lyy impossible to implement it as the actual response model. The final approximation that 
wass made was to adapt the Euclidean representation of the coordinate system which was introduced 
inn Eq. (2.11). With this approximation, the PSF does not implicitl y depend on the source position 
(X s.. iP3) itself, but only on the distance to the source position (x - Xs ^ - $s) (Section 2.3.2). Con-
sequently,, the integral in Eq. (2.15) becomes a convolution which can be calculated quickly using fast 
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Fourierr transform algorithms. However, the evolution of computer technology has now made it possi-
blee to use Eq. (2.15) without the small-angle approximation, i.e., using Eq. (2.9) instead of Eq. (2.11) 
forr transforming the two-dimensional PSF to the three-dimensional data space. 

Dataa sets containing the binned geometry function G and the binned exposure X are called 
DRGG and DRX respectively. Together with the binned events data sets (DRE), they form the group 
off  so-called DRI*  data sets, which are created by the COMPASS program SKYDRI (Section 2.1.3). 
Thee PSF is contained in data sets of type FAQ or IAQ, irrespective of the method that was used 
too create it (i.e., empirically, from Monte Carlo simulations, or from the analytical model). The 
IAQQ data sets contain the two-dimensional PSF weighed with an assumed energy spectrum, i.e., 
F2{VF2{V33,9),9) = ƒ  J JF(E-y)dE^. The FAQ data sets contain one (x,V>) quadrant of the 
.11 J : : 1 EV,, „l,  ,-f\ TirVii/>ti hie  Vtfuin r roa toH f r n m tt i i i t w r u H i m p n s i n n a l Ft llfi'mP pithf lr t h e 
U l l C C - U H U C i l O l U l l O ll  J. \ \ , i f , y j , " " ' > - "  " i "  u m.»» - . "  - -- - -- «. t j 

fulll  spherical response description (Eq. (2.9)) or the small-angle approximation (Eq. (2.11)). In terms 
off  these binned COMPASS data sets, the observed event distribution, consisting of the instrumental 
backgroundd and the response to celestial sources, can now finally be written as 

DRE(/,m,n)) = DRB{7, m, n) + n(/ ,m,n) 

== DRB(/, m, 7i) + DRG(/, m, n) £ DRX( '* ' m * ) W . ms)Ü(ms)FAQ{l, /*, m, ms, n), (2* 16) 

withh Q = Al*Amacos(ma) the solid angle, and DRB a model for the instrumental background (see 
Sectionn 3.4). The indexes /, m and n are the binned equivalents of x, i>  and up respectively. 

Thee response to a point source in terms of total number of counts contained in the DRE typically 
fallss off as a two-dimensional Gaussian as a function of angular distance to the pointing direction, 
withh the width of the Gaussian o depending on the selected ET range and on the spectrum of the 
source.. For example, for an E~2 spectrum the response width for the 1-3 MeV range is ~ 24°. 

2.44 Miscellaneous analysis i tems 

2.4.11 T he s t a n d a rd event se lect ions 
Inn order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, a set of standard selection criteria has been defined. 

Thee set applied in this thesis consists of the following selections, most of which are standard: 

700 keV < Ex < 20 MeV 

6500 keV < E2 < 30 MeV 

0°° < <p < 36° 

1155 channels < TOF < 130 channels 

00 channels < PSD < 110 channels 

CC . 

Inn addition to this list, it is usually required that there should not be a coincident signal from any of 
thee four veto domes (see also the bottom of p. 29), which is indicated by a veto-flags string of '00001. 

Thee purpose of the various selection criteria is as follows. The upper boundaries on the energy 
depositss reflect the lack of knowledge of the instrument response above these energies. The lower 
boundariess on the energy deposits should be such that all of the gamma-1 thresholds (^ 50 keV for the 

**  DRI stands for Data Required for Imaging. 
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Dll  modules, ~ 550 keV for the D2 modules) are excluded. It should be noted that these thresholds are 
quitee high for the D2 modules that have a failed PMT and that some of these thresholds are even higher 
thann the current lower boundary on E2. The neglect, so far, of this effect in the response description 
wass found to have a negligible influence on derived fluxes in the standard energy ranges defined below 
(McConneUU 1995). By selecting events with a TOF in the range 115-130, the instrumental background, 
whichh increases rapidly towards smaller TOF at low energies, is greatly reduced (Section 3.3). The 
purposee of the selection on PSD is to reject neutron-induced events which are typically found above 
PSDD channel ~ 90 (see Section 2.7). Finally, the lower boundary on ( ensures the rejection of all 
eventss that may have originated in the Earth's atmosphere (Section 2.3.3). In Section 3.3.1, the rates 
forr all the events contained in the TOF peak near channel 120 for data subject to these selections 
(excludingg the selection on TOF) is given. 

2.4.22 Th e standard energy ranges 

Dataa analysis is generally performed in four standard (measured) energy intervals: 0.75-1 MeV, 
1-33 MeV, 3-TO MeV and 10-30 MeV. These intervals were once chosen to, among other things, confine 
thee strong background 7-ray lines at 1.46 MeV and 2.224 MeV (see Chapter 3) to a single energy range 
andd to obtain two energy intervals which are relatively free of nuclear emission lines (0.75-1 MeV and 
10-300 MeV). However, the low number of counts in the 0.75-1 MeV and 10-30 MeV ranges, compared 
too those for the 1-3 MeV and 3-10 MeV ranges, would argue for a re-definition of these standard 
energyy intervals. Apart from these four, several other energy ranges are also often used, e.g., the 
1-22 MeV to search for the high-energy tail of soft spectra, the 3-7 MeV range which is particularly 
sensitivee to 7-ray line emission from 12C and 1 60, and narrow intervals around particular 7-ray lines. 

Althoughh most COMPTEL analysis is performed with a 0° - 36° (or 0° - 50°) ^-selection, a 
differentt selection of 4° — 36° is sometimes used for the 10-30 MeV range. The motivation for the 
deviatingg selection in this energy range is that below <p PS 4°, the data are dominated by (instrumental) 
backgroundd events. On the other hand, one might argue that background models that are determined 
fromm the data itself, benefit from the additional statistics of these events. Indeed, when the lower 
1,5-boundaryy is 0°, the inferred detection significances of celestial sources are systematically larger than 
whenn it is increased to 4° (see Section 4.4). This may also indicate that the increase of the signal 
duee to the source events below 4°, which follow the instrument response, are more important for the 
sourcee detection than the global increase of the background. Note that the inferred fluxes for the two 
selectionss are consistent (Section 4.4). 

2.4.33 Th e standard PSFs 

Sincee the launch of CGRO, there have been several changes to the set of PSFs used by the COMP-
TELL collaboration. Some of these changes concerned errors discovered in the densities and placements 
off  some of the components in the COMPTEL mass model and thus only concern the simulated PSFs. 
Thee algorithms for creating modelled PSFs were also refined and now include additional physical 
effectss such as estimates for the fraction of Compton scatterings among all interactions in the Dl 
detectorr (de Boer 1992a). A confusion about the interpretation of the origin of PSFs has also lead to 
aa large number of PSFs which are offset by 0.5° in \ and ip directions. Therefore, for completeness, I 
givee in Table 2.1 the various PSFs that have been used throughout this thesis. 

2.4.44 Th e flux correct ion factors 

Independentt of the analysis method, there are two correction factors that have to be applied to 
thee derived fluxes and errors. The least important is the correction factor for the dead time of the 
instrument:: JDT — 1-03. Although it is possible to correct for this effect on a superpacket time 
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Ej Ej 

0.75-1 1 
1-3 3 

3-10 0 
10-30 0 
1-2 2 

P P 

-2 2 
-2 2 
-2 2 
2 2 

-2 2 

Simulated d 

IAQ Q FAQ Q 

Modelled d 

IAQ Q FAQ Q 

powerr law spectra 

U8190 0 
U8204 4 
Ü8218 8 
U8232 2 
U10151 1 

U8160 0 
U8174 4 
U8188 8 
U8202 2 

U10094 4 

R837 7 
R834 4 
R835 5 
R836 6 
R799 9 

R716 6 
R717 7 
R718 8 
R719 9 
R763 3 

Wienn spectra 

0.75-1 1 

1-3 3 

1-2 2 

124 4 
150 0 
200 0 
250 0 
124 4 
150 0 
200 0 
250 0 
124 4 
150 0 
200 0 
250 0 

U5326 6 
U5361 1 
U5349 9 

U5327 7 
U5362 2 
U5350 0 

U5330 0 
U5365 5 
U5353 3 

U5314 4 
U5349 9 
U5337 7 

U5315 5 
U5350 0 
U5338 8 

U5318 8 
U5353 3 
U5341 U5341 

R1594 4 
R1595 5 

R1598 8 
R1599 9 

R1596 6 
R1597 7 

R1540 0 
R1543 3 

R1542 2 
R1545 5 

R1541 1 
R1544 4 

7-rayy lines 

2.090-2.358 8 
4.224-4.652 2 
5.857-6.401 1 
1.85-2.15 5 
3.7-4.3 3 

5.125-5.875 5 

2.224 4 
4.438 8 
6.129 9 
2.0 0 
4.0 0 
5.5 5 

U9701 1 
U9527 7 
U9525 5 

U9652 2 
U9480 0 
U9478 8 

R1505 5 
R1507 7 
R1508 8 
R1578 8 
R1579 9 
R1580 0 

R1462 2 
R1464 4 
R1465 5 
R1531 1 
R1532 2 
R1533 3 

TableTable 2.1. This table gives the identifiers of the PSFs used for this thesis (R=ROL, U=UNH), both 
fromfrom Monte Carlo simulations (columns 3-4) and from the analytical approach (columns 5-6', see also 
SectionSection 2.3.2). The first column gives the range of measured energies the PSF was created for [MeVJ. 
TheThe second column gives a parameter that depends on the type of spectrum: for the power law spectra 
itit  is the photon spectral index, for Wien spectra 'it is the temperature kT in keV (Section 4.1.3.1) and 
forfor f-ray line spectra h is the input line energy in MeV. 

scalee (Section 2.3.3), the dead time is usually small and it is sufficient to appiy the time-averaged 
correctionn factor. Only during special phenomena such as solar flares and 7-ray bursts, the dead time 
becomess significant and needs to be taken into account on a superpacket, or even sub-superpacket, 
basiss (Section 2.8). Note that for the gamma-2 events (see p. 29), dead-time effects usually cannot be 
neglected. . 

Moree important are the correction factors for the loss of signal due to the selection on TOF. 
Thee forward peak of roughly Gaussian shape, which contains these celestial photons, is centered on 
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EE [MeV] 

0.75-1 1 
1-3 3 

3-10 0 
10-30 0 
1-2 2 

hoho F 
1.40 0 
1.27 7 
1.17 7 
1.11 1 
1.30 0 

EE [MeV] 

2.090-2.358 8 
4.224-4.652 2 
5.857-6.401 1 
1.85-2.15 5 
3.7-4.3 3 

5.125-5.875 5 

/TOF F 
1.24 4 
1.17 7 
1.15 5 
1.24 4 
1.17 7 
1.15 5 

TableTable 2.2. This table gives the correction factors by which the derived fluxes and errors have to be 
multiplied,multiplied, when a TOF selection of 115-130 channels has been applied (from Boer &:  van Dijk 1994). 
TheThe left column gives the correction factors for several large Ex ranges, the right column gives the 
correctioncorrection factors for narrow intervals around expected y-ray line energies (see also Chapter 4). 

channell  ~ 120 and has a 1<7 width "that depends on the Dl and D2 energy deposits, but which is 
typicallyy 6.5 channels in the 0.75-1 MeV range and 3.8 channels in the 10-30 MeV range. Therefore, 
byy applying the standard TOF selection of 115-130 channels, not only many background events are 
rejected,, but also a considerable fraction of the signal, especially in the low-TOF flank of the Gaussian. 
Fortunately,, the width of the forward TOF peak for an input continuum spectrum was found to be 
relativelyy insensitive to the varying distributions of the energy deposits E\ and E2 as a function of 
spectrall  shape and of the zenith angle of the source (Section 2.6). This allowed for the determination 
off  average flux losses as a function of the E? energy range. The resulting corrections factors by which 
thee derived fluxes and counts have to be multiplied are given in Table 2.2. Note that these flux 
correctionn factors are for events for which the TOF resolution has been improved using T0FC0R {see 
Sectionn 2.6.1), which basically applies to all data since the end of 1993. 

Theree is also a loss of signal due to the standard PSD selection of 0-110 channels. However, 
sincee these losses depend entirely on the Dl energy deposit spectrum (Section 2.7), which is a strong 
functionn of the spectral shape and of the zenith angle of the source, the necessary flux corrections 
havee been incorporated in the PSFs (see Section 2.3.2). 

Finally,, if the analysis is performed with the COMPASS program SRCLIX (see also Sections 2.4.8, 
3.4.33 and 3.4.4), an additional correction factor has to be applied to the fluxes and counts: fx — 1.07. 
Montee Carlo simulations had shown that this analysis program, which creates an instrumental back-
groundd model from the data itself, underestimates the fluxes and counts by ^ 7% (see Section 3.4.3.3). 

2.4.55 Creating data-space models (DRMs) 
Whenn analysing a particular source, it is often desirable to take into account the influence of 

otherr known objects in the field of view on the derived source parameters. This influence varies from 
aa partial overlap of the source's response with that of a nearby point source (> 5°), to the distortion 
off  the <p profile of the instrumental background model (Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4) from strong point 
sourcess at larger angular distances or from extended diffuse emission. 

Too take these other objects into account in the analysis, a corresponding data-space model has 
too be created. This task is performed by the COMPASS program SRCCNV which convolves a model 
imagee according to Eq. (2.16). Input are the DRG and DRX of the observation(s) the model is required 
for,, the FAQ for the desired energy range, and the model intensity distribution I(ls,ms), which may 
consistt of a point source and a diffuse distribution. The program then performs the convolution given 
byy Eq. (2.16), for which the user may choose to apply the full spherical response description (using 
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Eq.. (2.9)), or to apply the small-angle approximation (using Eq. (2.11)). Output is the expected 
numberr of counts (decimals) for each data space bin, which is written to a so-called DRM data set. 

2.4.66 S imu la t i ng an observat ion 
Forr the purpose of validating analysis methods, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations may be used to test 

thee statistical characteristics of these methods. The approach that is followed here is very different from 
thee MC simulations that were used to determine the PSF (Section 2.3.2), in which incident photons 
weree tracked through a detailed mass model of COMPTEL taking into account various interaction 
mechanisms.. Instead, the MC simulations referred to in this section predict the number of expected 
countss (integer numbers) by drawing from a probability distribution in data space. Two components 
cann be simulated: an instrumental background and a celestial source. 

Too simulate an instrumental background for an energy range in a particular observation, the 
probabilityy distribution is taken to be the (x, VO distribution of the DRG, with each <p layer normalized 
too the number of counts in the DRE for the energy range under consideration. A distribution created 
thiss way is, to first order, very similar to that of the instrumental background (Chapter 3), while the 
normalizationn to the number of counts in the DRE ensures similar statistics. The MC simulations for 
celestialcelestial sources are based on the number of photons expected from each sky bin, to which Poisson 
noisee is added. For each of the scatterings of these hypothetical photons, random numbers are used to 
assignn both a pair of ((p, <p3) based on the assumed PSF and an azimuth angle. It is then determined 
whetherr or not the photon would be contained within the limits of the data space and if so, a final 
randomm number is used to determine if it is accepted on the basis of the geometry function. 

Althoughh the ability of simulating both an instrumental background and celestial sources is ex-
tremelyy valuable for determining the statistical properties of an analysis method, systematic uncer-
taintiess cannot be addressed this way. 

2.4.77 A d d i ng observat ions 
Oftenn one desires to increase the signal to noise ratio by combining the data from several observa-

tions,, which were all pointed near an object of interest. How can this be achieved using a combination 
off  the DRI data sets? The basic response equation, Eq. (2.16), was derived assuming that the pointing 
directionn is constant, the response equation for a larger time interval, consisting of a combination of JV 
observationn periods during each of which the pointing direction does not change, can then be written 
as s 

N N 
DREJV(/,, m, n) = ^ DRE,(/, m, n) 

1=11 (2.17) 

==  ^DRG;(/ ,m,n) £ DRX,(P,ms) 1(1*,ms) ¥HQ(lJs,m,ms,n) 
i-li-l  le,ms 

(temporarilyy neglecting the instrumental background component which is described in Section 3.4). 
Suchh a response description is, for a large number of observations, computationally extremely cum-
bersome.. Fortunately, we can make use of the fact that the DRX varies only ~ 9% for 0° < 9 < 60° 
(beyondd which the response is essentially zero, see Section 2.3.4), so that we may approximate it by 
aa flat distribution. This allows us to write 

DREAT(/,, m,n)w DRGw(/,m,n) J ] DRXjv I(i3,m3) FAQ(/,/s, m,m3, n), (2.18) 
t',m' t',m' 

withh the weighed geometry given by 

DRGJ V( f ,m,n)=^ ' -11 * J (2.19) 
2 j t = ii  U H A . 
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andd DRX̂  the maximum exposure value for the ith observation. The total effective exposure is given 

by y 
JV V 

DRX/vv = ^ D R X f , 

whichh is just a flat distribution, independent of Is and ms. Instead of using DRXf*  (/* , ms) to weigh the 
geometryy functions, it is also customary and equivalent to use the integration time AX, in Eq. (2.19) 
(DRXX — ATAg). Using the weighed geometry and effective exposure it is thus possible to write the 
responsee for the sum of data from several observation periods again in the form of Eq. (2.16). 

2.4.88 Imaging analysis techniques 

Evenn after applying the optimal event selections (Section 2.4.1), the COMPTEL data generally 
consistss for more than ~ 95% of instrumental background events and those due to the (structureless) 
cosmic-diffusee emission, the latter of which is difficul t to detect in imaging analysis because of the 
similarityy of its distribution in data space to that of the instrumental background. Apart from the 
Crabb and the Galactic diffuse emission (of which the celestial distribution is not structureless), the 
contributionn from celestial objects is often of the order of, or less than, one percent of the selected 
events.. In order to recognize the weak signals from celestial sources in the three-dimensional observed 
eventt distr ibution, two main techniques have been implemented: a Maximum Entropy (ME) method 
andd a Maximum Likelihood Ratio (MLR) method. 

Thee M E method iteratively adjusts an assumed input image, which is convolved according to 
Eq.. (2.16), to find the 'f lattest' distribution consistent with the data and the instrument response. 
Thee characteristic of this method is that it performs a full deconvolution of the data, taking into 
accountt the emission from the whole field of view simultaneously. However, its major drawback has 
been,, until recently, the absence of a mathematically well defined stop criterion for the iterative process 
andd the lack of error estimates and detection significances for the celestial sources found. The ME 
methodd is therefore not used in this thesis. For more information on the application of the ME method 
too C O M P T EL data, the reader is referred to Strong et al. (1992) and Strong (1995). 

Thee ML R method, on the other hand, can be used to assess the presence of particular objects. 
Itt provides both error estimates and detection significances for convolved models of celestial sources 
(Sectionn 2.4.5) and is therefore widely used. Briefly, the algorithm as applied to C O M P T EL data 
iss as follows. The II0 hypothesis states that the models M ° (i — 1 , JV°) fully describe the observed 
data.. The II1 hypothesis, on the other hand, states that the combination of models A/,0 -f Mj 
(i(i  — 1, A'0, j — 1, iV 1) fully describe the.observed data. For both hypotheses, the likelihood functions 
L°L° and I 1 (see, e.g., Eadie et al. 1971) are optimized by varying the free parameters of II0 and H1 

respectively.. The theorem of Wilks (1938) then states that the ML R value, defined as - 2 times the 
logarithmm of the ratio of the likelihoods A (— L^jLl

M), is x2 distributed with a number of degrees-of-
freedomm (d.o.f.'s) equal to the difference between the number of free parameters for the hypotheses. For 
example,, M® and Mj 1 may be an instrumental background model and the convolved model for a point 
sourcee respectively, with the free parameters being the scale factors of these models (N° - N1 — 1). 
Thee optimization of Hl then gives the most likely scale factors (fluxes) for the models, while the 
detectionn significance of the point source can be inferred from the ML R value. If Hl is optimized for 
aa source at a known location, there is only one d.o.f. ( the source flux), for which, e.g., a ML R value 
off  9 corresponds to a 3<r detection. In a search for new point sources, on the other hand, there are 
twoo additional d.o.f.'s to represent the optimization in the two celestial directions. Apart from the 
numberr of d.o.f.'s, the final detection significance also depends on the number of independent trials 
performed,, such as the number of celestial positions (in case of a search) or energy ranges investigated. 
Forr example, the number of spurious sources with a detection significance larger than 3a expected in 
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aa single observation of the full sky in a single energy range, for an adopted beam area per source of 
~~ 70°, is of the order of ~ 2 (see also Bloemen & Klumper 1996). A more comprehensive overview 
off  the MLR formalism and its application to COMPTEL data, can be found in Cash (1979) and de 
Boerr (1992b) respectively. 

Thee MLR method is implemented in the COMPASS programs SRCLIK and SRCLIX. The first 
off  these programs contains just the algorithm described above and requires all the models to be 
suppliedd by the user. The latter program creates an instrumental background model internally (see 
alsoo Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4). Both programs test the significance of adding a point source to the 
instrumentall  background model and optionally additional models, across a desired celestial area. 
Thee detection significance for extended, diffuse, celestial models with respect to the instrumental 
u„_ii  1 i«i «£,« SIGC be addressed through mode! fitting of the corresponding rpodpls in oat.a 
space.. Output of SRCLIK and SRCLIX are so-called MLM files, which contain the distribution of the 
MLRR values, counts, fluxes and errors, over the chosen celestial area. The MLR values in this thesis 
(ass is the case in the output from SRCLIX), have been multiplied by -1 when the corresponding flux 
iss negative. 

Wee note that the flux errors obtained with SRCLIK before 1994 are a factor of y/2 too small (see 
vann Dijk 1993b). The SRCLIK runs presented in this thesis were all performed later than this date 
(SRCLIKK versions 11 and higher). There have also been several changes to SRCLIX during recent years, 
whichh have resulted in 'cleaner' MLR maps (i.e., less systematic negative offsets) due to a better 
backgroundd modelling, and also in somewhat larger flux errors. The versions used in this thesis are 
versionn 15 (Section 3.4.3), and a modification of this version which is more appropriate for the sum of 
severall  summed observations (Section 3.4.4). 

2.55 The modelled D2 energy response 
Importantt ingredients of the modelled PSFs are the analytical energy responses of the detectors 

(Eq.. (2.8)), which have been derived from the empirically measured responses. The response for the 
Dll  detector Ri(Ei\Èi)*, which was determined using a backscatter technique in which the photons 
scatteredd through an angle of 180°, is just a Gaussian centered on the photon energy (width given in 
Sectionn 2.1.1). For the D2 detector, the response R2(E2\Ê-2) is much more complicated due to various 
energyy loss mechanisms. It was determined empirically by placing calibration sources at large zenith 
angless a few meters distance from COMPTEL. From these positions, certain parts of the D2 detector 
couldd be reached directly by the photons without having to pass through the Dl detector, so that the 
inputt energy in the unobscured D2 modules can be assumed to be the energy of the calibration source 
(however,, see below). The histograms in Fig. 2.11 are examples of measured D2 energy spectra for 
calibrationn sources of energy 0.835 MeV, 4.438 MeV and 20.525 MeV. Note that these spectra also 
containn a background component, denoted by the dotted line. 

Fromm a theoretical point of view, the energy response model #2(^21-E2) for the D2 detector should 
containn at least three components: a photopeak, a Klein-Nishina distribution and two escape peaks. 
Thee photopeak consists of events whose photon energy is fully absorbed. This component includes 
photonss that undergo multiple Compton scatterings or pair production, as long as the scattered 
photonn and the other particles created, eventually deposit all of their energy in the same module. 
Thee Klein-Nishina distribution kp, (E) arises from photons that undergo a single Compton scattering 
andd subsequently leave the module. Its shape is given by the differential cross section for Compton 

**  The energy of the photon before entering the Dl and D2 detectors is designated by E\ and £2 
respectively.. So, È\ = E  ̂ when no energy losses occur before the interaction in the Dl detector. 
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scattering, , 
.2.2 > 2 

*<*>*<*>  ™ ' - l -UÉ, + —>\, (2.20) 
11 - E/E2 E2 j 1 - E/E2 

whichh was first derived by Klein and Nishina. When normalized to 1, Eq. (2.20) is the probability 
densityy function for photons of energy E2 MeV for loosing E MeV in the Compton scattering. It is a 
monotonicallyy increasing function of E from 0 up to the so-called Compton edge energy Ec, which is 
thee maximum energy that can be transferred in a single Compton scattering, 

11 + mcz/2E2 

(seee Eq. (2.2)). Finally, the escape peaks are present only when pair production is feasible, i.e., when 
thee energy of the photon incident on the D2 detector is larger than 1.022 MeV. When the energy 
off  the electron and positron created in the pair process is fully absorbed, the event ends up in the 
photopeak.. However, there is a considerable chance that one or both of the 511 keV photons that are 
createdd during the annihilation of the positron escape. If there are no other energy losses, the total 
absorbedd energy will be E — 0.511 MeV or E — 1.022 MeV, and the photon ends up in the first or 
secondd escape peak respectively. 

AA simple model consisting of a photopeak, a modified Klein-Nishina distribution kg and two 
escapee peaks, was fitted to the measured D2 energy responses which exist at the calibration energies 
0.511,, 0.661, 0.835, 1.275, 1.369, 2.754, 4.438, 6.131, 12.14, 16.57 and 20.525 MeV. The modification 
off  kg was only necessary at energies above 6.131 MeV, for which the fit qualities were unacceptable 
(Lichtii  1991b). Three examples of measured energy responses, and the fits with this model (M£2 from 
heree on), are shown in the top pictures of Fig. 2.11. 

Evidently,, the model M 2̂ is only a rough approximation of the measured spectra. At incident 
energiess below a few MeV, the fits deviate systematically from the calibration data at energies around 
andd above the Compton edge, which is located at 0.639 MeV, 4.196 MeV and 20.27 MeV respectively, 
inn these pictures. Although multiple Compton scattering in the module has the effect of 'fillin g the 
valley11 between the Compton edge and the photopeak (Section 10-111 in Knoll 1979), the observed 
deficiencyy in this region is much too large to be explained by multiple Compton scatterings alone. 
Anotherr criticism of model M 2̂ is the modification of kg at incident energies above 6.131 MeV 
which,, although it improves the fit qualities, lacks a physical basis and unrealistically suppresses the 
photopeakk component (note that the Gaussian peak in the upper right picture in Fig. 2.11 is the first 
escapee peak, not the photopeak). 

Thee discrepancy between model Mp2 and the calibration data at low energies can significantly 
bee reduced by including an additional fit  component which, before the convolution with the energy 
resolutionn of the D2 detector, is just a constant distribution up to the photopeak (van Dijk 1991). The 
motivationn to include such a component comes from Monte Carlo simulations of 0.661 MeV photons 
interactingg with both bare Nal crystals and D2 modules (i.e., the Nal plus the aluminium housings) 
embeddedd in a simple mass model of COMPTEL. The mass model was, for simplicity, chosen to 
consistt of the main components excluding the veto domes, i.e., the side support structures, the Dl 
supportt structure, the Dl modules with aluminium housings, the D2 sandwich plate and the D2 
moduless with aluminium housings (see Fig. 2.5). In these simulations, photons are given a random 
initiall  direction and are tracked through the instrument components until they escape or are absorbed, 
takingg into account only Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption. A valid single-detector 
eventt is obtained when part or all of the energy is deposited in one of the D2 modules. Although the 
COMPASSS SIM subsystem (Section 2.3.2), which only recently has been extended to enable simulations 
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FigureFigure 2.11. This figure shows the empirical D2 detector response (counts/bin versus energy [McV]) 
togethertogether with the old response model (top pictures) and with the new model (bottom pictures). From 
leftleft to right, the energy of the calibration source is 0.835 MeV, 4.438 MeV and 20.525 Me V. Histogram: 
thethe data from calibration measurements consisting of a source and a background component; dot ted 
line:: the background component when the source is shielded; thick solid line: the simultaneous fit of the 
D2D2 response model and the background; thin solid line: the D2 response model itself. The components 
ofof the model are shown by the dashed line: the photopeaA' and the two escape peaks; dashed-dotted 
line:: the Klein-Nishina distribution; dashed-triple dotted line: the Compton background. 

off  single-detector responses, contains a much more detailed mass model and treats also other physical 
processes,, the simulations presented here provide a first-order, but valuable, clue to the origin of the 
extraa fit component. 

Thee upper picture in Fig. 2.12 shows the simulated response of the bare modules to the 0.661 MeV 
photons,, with the main components being the photopeak and the Klein-Nishina distribution with its 
Comptonn edge at 0.477 MeV. This picture clearly confirms the expectation that the contribution of 
multiplee Compton scatterings in the modules themselves, to the response in the energy range between 
thee Compton edge and the photopeak (0.477-0.661 MeV) is negligible. On the other hand, the 
simulationn of the D2 modules embedded in COMPTEL gives a much more smeared energy spectrum. 
Inn part icular, the photopeak amplitude is reduced by ~ 43%, the region between the Compton edge 
andd the photopeak is filled in and the ratio of the response at the Compton edge to that for nearby 
energiess is reduced (cf. the bump in the upper left picture in Fig. 2.11). All these effects can be 
interpretedd as evidence for an approximately flat component in the empirical energy response. The 
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FigureFigure 2.12. This figure shows Monte Carlo simulations of the energy responses (histograms) of a bare 
NalNal crystal, and of a D2 module (Nal plus aluminium housing) embedded in COMPTEL, to a 0.661 
MeVMeV point source at one of the positions that were used for calibration measurements. The dashed 
lineline is the response convolved with the D2 energy resolution. 

presencee of additional material between the source and the Nal, suggests that this component, which 
hadd not yet been included in the response model and which wil l be called the Compton background, is 
duee to Compton scatterings of the photons before entering the crystals. This is confirmed by following 
individuall  photons in the simulations and by previously published measurements of Nal crystal with 
andd without an aluminium housing (see e.g. Saito & Moriuchi 1981; Rogers 1982). It is also to first 
orderr consistent with the interaction probabilities in the intervening material and with the distribution 
off  the Compton scattering angles (van Lij k 1991). 

Thee Cc.npton background could in principle be modelled, given the spatial distribution of the 
variouss instrument components and the scattering angle distribution. However, it was chosen to 
approximatee it, for all incident energies, with a flat distribution up to the photopeak, convolved with 
thee energy resolution. This new fi t component was fitted together with a photopeak, an unmodified 
Klein-Nishinaa function k  ̂ and two escape peaks (model M Q 2 ; the first two pictures in the bot tom 
roww in Fig. 2.11). At low nergies, where the fitted amplitude of the Compton background is the 
largest,, the fit  qualities improve significantly compared to those for model MS ,. This is mainly due to 
thee disappearance of both the Compton edge 'bump' and the deficiency between the Compton edge 
andd the photopeak. The fitted amplitude of the Compton background decreases with energy, just as 
expectedd in view of its probable origin, and becomes negligible beyond 4.438 MeV. 
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Despitee the improvement at low energies due to the Compton background, the model M 2̂ does 
nott fit  wel] at the highest two calibration energies. This is not surprising, considering the simplicity 
off  the model compared to the much more complicated interaction processes that occur in the Monte 
Carloo simulations at these high energies (Kappadath 1994). Nevertheless, good fit  qualities can be 
obtainedd by applying a simple correction to the Klein-Nishina function kg . This correction, fk(E), 
iss based on the energy-dependent probability that photons, which undergo a Compton scattering and 
havee a residual energy E [MeV], interact again in the module. It can be written as 

ffkk(E)=l-P(E) (E)=l-P(E) 
// - \ (2-22) 

== 1 - ( l - exp[-M£)£(£2) ] ) , 

withh n{E) the linear attenuation coefficient and L(E2) the path length through the module after 
thee first Compton scattering (note that fk is a different modification than that used in model M£2). 
Becausee photons that have littl e energy left are more easily absorbed, fk effectively removes photons 
fromm the high-energy part of k^, i.e., near the Compton edge. 

Thee modification from Eq. (2.22) improves the fits only at the highest two calibration energies and 
iss only used at energies È2 > 12.14 MeV (lower right picture in Fig. 2.11). The physical explanation 
forr this energy dependence is probably the larger average Compton scattering depth for photons of 
highh incident energies. High-energy photons that have scattered through a large angle (~ 180°) must 
thuss traverse more material than low-energy photons and are therefore more frequently absorbed. 
Moreover,, instead of calculating the true averaged path length Z, better results are obtained when 
LL is set equal to the empirically determined Ie[cm] = 2.91n(£2 - H-14 MeV). Although fk loses 
itss physical meaning because of the adoption of Le, the improved fit  qualities indicate that this 
modificationn of fcg is a better description of the complicated high-energy D2 spectra, which may 
involvee energy losses by up to several tens of particles. 

Thee model Mp3, which is M^2 including the modification from Eq. (2.22), was fitted to all 
availablee calibration data and is the analytical description of the function Rii^E?) that is used in 
thee response description (Eq. (2.8)) to generate the modelled PSFs (Section 2.4.3). It includes the 
Comptonn background component to account for the Compton scatterings in the material between 
thee Dl and D2 detectors, which have been estimated to have a similar effect on the spectrum as the 
Comptonn scatterings that occurred during the measurements of the response of the D2 detector (Lichti 
1991a). . 

2.66 TOF corrections 

2.6.11 History 
Onee of the main background suppression techniques makes use of the time difference between the 

interactionss in the two detectors (TOF), which allows, among other things, for the rejection of photons 
movingg upward (D2-»D1; see Section 3.1). The allowed range of time differences is given by the fixed 
widthh of the FCC coincidence time window, which is 40 ns, and a tunable zero point. During nearly 
thee complete mission, the settings were such that the allowed range of TOFs was typically between 
channelss ~ 40 and ~ 200 (see also Section 3.3.2). 

Inn order to achieve the required nanosecond accuracy, the output of the last dynodes of the PMTs 
aree summed and processed using a technique known as Amplitude and Rise time Compensated (ARC) 
timingg (see Section 17-VII in Knoll 1979). To obtain ARC timing, an attenuated and inverted copy 
off  the signal (-JS(t)) is added to the delayed signal itself (S(t - tj)) . For suitably chosen values of 
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thee delay time t  ̂ and the attenuation factor ƒ, the zero-crossing time of the combined signal, which 
definess ÏARC> IS independent of both the pulse height and the rise time of the signal. Although the 
signalss produced in scintillators have a large spread in pulse heights (and a small range in rise times), 
ARCC timing thus ensures that the TOF is relatively independent of the energy deposit. The raw TOF 
off  the events, as it is measured on board and stored in the REM data sets, is expressed in channels, 
withh 1 channel corresponding to ~ 0.28 ns (J. Macri, private communication). In addition to the ARC 
timingg used for TOF purposes, a less accurate Leading Edge (LE) timing trigger is used for various 
eventt processing issues. 

Thee raw TOF, designated TOF0 from here on, cannot be used directly to select downward-
scatteredd photons (Dl—>-D2). Differences in the average separation between minitelescopes and in the 
lengthss of the cables used in the module-specific electronics result in TOF0 shifts of up to 20 channels. 
Moreover,, despite the ARC timing technique, a dependence of the TOF on the Dl and D2 energy 
depositss can be observed. During standard processing (COMPASS program EVPRNN) until the end of 
1993,, a first-order correction was applied to TOF0 to correct for the shifts between minitelescopes and 
forr its dependence on the Dl energy deposit. The advantage was that the distributions of the processed 
TOFoo (called TOFi) for the different minitelescopes could be added, with downward scattered photons 
peakingg around channel ~ 120 and upward scattered photons peaking around channel ~ 80. For typical 
TOFF distributions the reader is referred to Fig. 3.7. 

AA detailed analysis of the TOFi distributions revealed that there were still significant variations 
inn the position of the peak of downward scattered photons (the so-called forward peak) as a function 
off  the Dl and D2 energy deposits (Boer 1993). Using data from several observations from the start 
off  Phase I, Boer & van Dijk (1993) modelled these dependences of TOFi on the Dl and D2 energy 
depositss with polynomials and developed the new correction algorithm TOFCQR. Since the end of 1993 
(Boerr & van Dijk 1994), all TOF data (including those produced during standard processing) is 
automaticallyy corrected with T0FC0R, producing the better resolved TOFn-

Thee main reason for trying to understand the TOF in so much detail are the TOF selections that 
aree invariably applied in the scientific analysis. Such selections reject, apart from many background 
events,, also part of the signal. If the shape and position of the forward TOF peak are known, it is 
possiblee to correct for these flux losses. For TOFn data, the position of the Gaussian forward peak is 
approximatelyy at channel 120, with a width that typically varies from a a; 6.5 channels in the 0.75-1 
MeVV range to a « 3.8 channels in the 10-30 MeV range. Note that the width does not actually depend 
onn the range of the total energy deposit, but on the combination of the energy-deposit spectra in the 
twoo detectors (a2 — Opj + <7Q2). Fortunately, it was found that the influence of the zenith angle of 
thee source and, to a lesser extent, that of the energy spectrum of the source, on a was relatively small 
(Boerr & van Dijk 1994). This allowed for the determination of flux correction factors as a function 
off  selected Ex intervals (Boer &; van Dijk 1994). The flux correction factors for the standard energy 
rangess are included in Section 2.4.4. 

2.6.22 F u r t h er i m p r o v e m e n ts 

Thee TOF corrections that have been derived from TOFi data and implemented in T0FC0R, were 
aa first step towards the optimalization of the TOF resolution. Nevertheless, the forward peak remains 
quitee broad and is not always centered at channel 120 for various reasons (see below). Since there is 
muchh to be gained from a better TOF resolution, e.g., an improved S/N ratio due to narrower TOF 
selectionss and a more accurate background analysis, the dependence of the TOF on various parameters 
wass re-analysed. 

Thee starting point for the refined analysis is the TOF00 data, which has not yet been altered by any 
off  the corrections that are applied to obtain the TOFi and TOFn data. Another important difference 
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withh the previous analysis leading to the TOFCOR corrections, is that the TOF is now more correctly 
modelledd as a function of the analogue sums of the PMT outputs (Section 2.1.3) instead of E\ and 
EE22.. In the latter case, changes in the gains of the PMTs lead to different energy deposits while the 
TOF,, which depends on the analogue sum, does not change. Furthermore, we have investigated three 
effectss that are expected to influence the TOF: the temperatures of the detectors and the FCC, the 
path-lengthh differences within a minitelescope and the variations of the rise time of the signal as a 
functionn of the interaction position in the Dl modules (see below). 

Inn order to obtain sufficient statistics, we used mostly data from TJD 8883 up to TJD 9122, a 
totall  of ~ 25 gigabytes. This time interval was chosen for its stable instrument configuration, with no 
changess in the hardware thresholds and the PMT statuses. Data from earlier in the CGRO mission 
weree used to investigate the influence of a different hardware threshold and of failed D2 PMTs. To 
obtainn the dependence of TOFo on the various parameters, the position of the forward peak was 
determinedd by fitting a Gaussian and a parabolic background component to the TOFo distributions. 
Herebyy a ( < 0° selection was applied, resulting in a pronounced forward TOF0 peak due to the large 
photonn flux originating in the Earth's atmosphere. Below we discuss the various dependences that 
weree found. 

 The minitelescope dependence. Differences in the average path lengths between minitelescopes 
andd in the module-specific cable lengths and electronics result in different positions of the forward TOF 
peak.. A first-order correction for this was already performed during the standard processing. However, 
duee to the larger amount of data used here, the new corrections are much more accurate. Fig. 2.13a 
showss the positions of the forward TOF peak and their errors for each of the 98 minitelescopes. Note 
thee clustering in groups of 7, which reflects the D2-modules-specific dependences. Also note that when 
thee shifts indicated by Fig. 2.13a are used to correct T0F0 in order to align the forward TOF peaks 
off  the 98 minitelescopes, the centers of the backward TOF peaks end up between channels ~ 70 and 
~~ 80 (see also Section 2.6.3). This is a result of the different average path lengths, which vary from 
~~ 1.58 m for nearly vertically aligned modules to ~ 1.82 m for Dl and D2 modules far apart (67% of 
thee minitelescopes have an average path length that is less than 1.69 m). 

 The Dl and D2 analogue sum dependences. The analogue sum ([channels]), which is derived 
fromm the original PMT outputs ([V]) , consists of a low range (channels 0-511) and a high range 
(channelss 512-1023). The Dl low range covers Dl energy deposits from ~ 0.04 MeV (channel ~ 26) 
upp to ~ 1.7 MeV (channel ~ 440) while the high range covers the ~ 8 times more extended energy 
rangee from ~ 1.7 MeV (channel ~ 556) up to ~ 16 MeV (channel ~ 1008). For the D2 low and high 
rangess these numbers are ~ 0.55 - 5.4 MeV (channels ~ 58 - 436) and ~ 5.4 - 50 MeV (channels 
~~ 556 - 1008) respectively. In Figs. 2.13c and 2.13d, the position of the forward TOF0 peak as a 
functionn of the analogue sum is shown for a Dl module and for a D2 module respectively. Such 
distributionss were iteratively derived for each Dl and D2 module separately, summing the data from 
thee corresponding minitelescopes and correcting the TOF for its dependence on the analogue sum 
measuredd in the modules of the other detector. These figures show that, despite the ARC timing, 
theree are channel ranges in which the trigger depends considerably on the pulse height of the signal 
(channelss 0-160 and 560-700 for Dl modules and channels 0-200 for the D2 modules). The downward 
deviationn below channel 160 in Fig. 2.13c, corresponding to delayed triggering in the Dl detector, 
iss likely a consequence of the weakness of the signal due to which the accumulation of the required 
minimumm charge after the zero crossing of the signal takes longer. For similar reasons, TOFo increases 
towardss low D2 analogue sum values (Fig. 2.13d). Note that at the lowest D2 channels, where the 
relationn suddenly becomes linear, the ARC timing trigger possibly precedes that from the LE timing 
whichh causes the latter to override the determination of T0F0 . This hypothesis is strengthened by 
thee observed dependence of the relation between TOFo and the D2 analogue sum on the hardware 
thresholdd for the D2 modules (see below), an effect which is expected for LE timing but not for 
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FigureFigure 2.13. This figure shows the position of the forward peak in TOFo distributions as a function 

of:of: a) minitelescope combination; b) the average D1/D2 detector temperature (from calibration data); 

c)) Dl analogue sum [channels]; d) D2 analogue sum [channels]. In the last three plots the fits to the 

distributionsdistributions are included. 

ARCC timing. The origin for the steep increase above Dl channel ~ 560, corresponding to an energy 
depositt of ~ 1700 keV, is not fully understood and is probably due to a subtle electronic effect 

(B.N.. Swanenburg, private communication). 

Thee T O F0 distributions for the Dl and D2 modules (see Figs. 2.13c and 2.13d) were fitted with 
fourr and three functions of a simple analytical form respectively, each of which covers a range of the 
analoguee sum channels. Typical boundaries between these ranges are found near channels 160, 560 and 
7000 for Dl modules and near channels 70 and 500 for D2 modules. As can be inferred from Figs. 2.13c 
andd 2.13d, the chosen functions describe the observed TOFo distributions sufficiently accurate and 
cann be used to align the forward T OF peaks for all energy deposits. 

 The detector-temperature dependence. The measurement of the T OF involves the scintillator 
materiall  in the modules and the electronic circuitry of both the FEEs and the FCC. It was therefore 
expectedd that the temperature of these instrument components might influence the T O F. During the 
Thermall  Balance/Thermal Vacuum ( T B / T V ) calibrations in 1988 at the IAB G facilities in Otto-
brunn,, Germany, the response of COMPTEL with respect to temperature variations was extensively 
measured.. The measurements relevant for the determination of possible T OF shifts can be divided in 
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module e 

FigureFigure 2.14. This figure depicts the possible path-length differences within a minitelescope. 

twoo groups: one group for which the average detector temperature To (which is also a measure for 
thee temperature of the module FEEs) was held constant while the temperature of the Fast Coincident 
Circuitss Tc was varied, and another group for which the opposite was performed. 
Ann analysis of the first group of these calibration da ta showed that the position of the forward T O F0 

peakk varies only a few tenths of a channel for Tc below 20°C, beyond which there is a drop of 
~~ 2 channels. Since the temperature Tc is always lower than 20°C in orbit, the dependence on 
TcTc can be neglected. The second group of the calibration da ta revealed for the temperature range 
13°CC < TD < 33°C the linear relationship 

PP = (0.1445  0.0008) x TD + constant, (2.23) ) 

withh P the position of the forward T O F0 peak. A correlation of P and TD consistent with Eq. (2.23) 
wass serendipitously also observed for flight da ta around T JD 8722 (J. Macri, private communicat ion), 
thee day on which the detector temperatures were decreased by ~ 6°C for reasons involving the failing 
P M Tss in the D2 detector. The T OF walk with TD can be neutralized by correcting T O F0 for the 
detectorr temperatures at the time of the event with respect to a reference temperature (= 20°C). 

 The D2 hardware threshold dependence. The hardware 'energy' thresholds for interactions in 
thee Dl and D2 detectors are represented by numbers between 0 and 7, corresponding to decreasing 
amountss of energy deposits required to trigger events. It was found that, at D2 analogue sums below 
channell  ~ 90, the position of the forward T OF peak shifts up to 2 channels towards higher T OF 
valuess when the hardware threshold was changed from 7 to 6. Qualitatively, this effect is readily 
understoodd if, at low analogue sum values, the LE timing trigger arrives at a later t ime than the ARC 
timingg trigger (H. Aarts, private communication). The resulting broadening of the T OF resolution 
cann be avoided using analogue-sum corrections for T O F0 that depend on the sett ing of the hardware 
threshold. . 

 The sub-minitelescopc dependence. Due to the large surface areas of the Dl and D2 modules, 
theree is a non-negligible spread in path lengths between different interaction locations within one 
minitelescopee (see Fig. 2.14). The path-length difference A/ = |/i - /2I can be as large as 29.2 cm for 
moduless far apart, which corresponds to ~ 3.5 channels in T O F. The corresponding broadening of 
thee T OF resolution can be reduced by correcting T O FQ for the deviation of the path length inferred 
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fromm the interaction locations L\ and L2 with respect to a standard distance (the distance between 
thee module centers). 

 The sub-Dl-module dependence. In general, the application of ARC timing to the pulses 
generatedd by scintillators is sufficient to obtain sub-nanosecond accuracy. However, a large energy 
depositt very close to one of the Dl PMTs is expected to produce a trigger more quickly than a 
mediumm energy deposit at other locations in the module*. In addition, each Dl PMT has its own 
responsee time which may differ up to several nanoseconds from that of the other PMTs in the same 
module.. Another (small) effect is introduced by the spread in lengths of the cables which connect the 
PMTss to the FEE (~ 10 cm within a single Dl module; J. Macri, private communication). Ideally, 
onee would therefore like to model the TOF as a function of the signals recorded by each PMT and 
thee distance of the interaction location to these PMTs. As a first step towards this ultimate goal, the 
dependencee of the TOF on the interact/on location L\ = (Xi,Yi) in the Dl modules was determined. 
Thiss was performed by fitting the forward TOF0 peak as a function of (Xi,Y\) in bins of 0.8 x 0.8 cm, 
whichh is a size comparable to the best event location resolution (~ 0.6 cm; Schönfelder et al. 1993). 
Becausee of the better TOF resolution at higher energy deposits, only events with a Dl analogue sum 
abovee channel 150 were chosen. Fig. 2.15 shows the variation of the position of the forward TOF 
peakk across the surface of module Dl-7 (left picture) and the distribution of these positions for the 
(X,Y)(X,Y) bins in all Dl modules (right picture). The sharp peaks ranging up to channel ~ 130 in the 
leftt picture of Fig. 2.15 correspond with interaction locations in front of one of the 8 PMTs in the 
Dll  module. It is evident from the right picture in Fig. 2.15 that there are only few (Xi,Y^) bins for 
whichh the position of the forward TOF peak is so much different from the desired value of 120. The 
TOFF shifts correlated with the interaction position in the Dl detector can be undone using a module 
mapp (such as in Fig. 2.15) for each Dl module, containing the difference of the forward TOF peak 
withh respect to channel 120. 

2.6.33 Results of TOF corrections 

Alll  TOF corrections described in Section 2.6.2 were implemented in correction software designated 
TCFC0R,, which determines the corrected high-resolution TOF values. The improved TOF version in 
whichh the forward TOF peaks are aligned, is called TOFm. Optionally, the differences in path lengths 
betweenn the minitelescopes (p. 53) can be used to either align the backward TOF peaks (= T O F J V) 
orr to align both peaks simultaneously (= TOFy). These three TOF versions should only be used 
inn studies of the forward TOF peak and above, in studies of the backward TOF peak and below, 
andd between the peaks respectively. In Table 2.3, the resolutions of TOF'i, TOFn and TOFm data 
aree compared by means of the width of-a Gaussian fitted to the forward TOF peak for data subject 
too C < 0°. Evidently, the TOFni data is characterized by a narrower peak and therefore a higher 
resolutionn than the less accurate improvements of TOFo, especially at high energies. The general 
increasee of the widths with decreasing total energy deposit (corresponding to decreasing average 
energyy deposits in the Dl and D2 detectors) observed for all three types of TOF is caused by the 
decreasingg statistics due to the smaller number and the lower energies of the photoelectrons liberated 
inn the PMTs. The 1<7 width of the forward TOF peak is still larger than the timing resolution that can 
bee achieved for single PMTs, which is not unexpected due to the additional spread introduced by the 
reflectionss of the light in the modules and the different response times of the PMTs. Energy-dependent 
modelss for the timing as a function of the interaction locations in the Dl and D2 modules might yield 
slightlyy bet ter-resolved timing. 

**  Such an effect probably also occurs in D2 modules for interaction locations above PMTs. However, 
theree the vertical coordinates of the locations, which are unknown, probably play a major role and do 
notnot allow for simple (X2, V^-based corrections. 
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FigureFigure 2.15. This ügure shows the position of the forward TOF peak ([channelsj)as a function of the 

interactioninteraction location (X^Yj) in module Dl-7 (left picture) and the distribution of these peak positions 

forfor all Dl modules fright picture). Note that the TOF used for this analysis was corrected for all of 

thethe other dependences ofTOFo mentioned in Section 2.6.2. 

TOFi i 
TOF„ „ 
TOO F„i 

0.75-11 MeV 

6.44 4 
6.41 1 
6.08 8 

1-33 MeV 

5.49 9 
5.43 3 
4.94 4 

3-100 MeV 

4.64 4 
4.19 9 
3.67 7 

10-300 MeV 

4.19 9 
3.42 2 
2.77 7 

TableTable 2.3. This table gives the width (a) of the Gaussian fitted to the forward TOF\u peak for data 

fromfrom Obs. 1 subject to C < 0° (i.e., including the photons originating in the Earth's atmosphere in 

orderorder to enhance the contribution from celestial photons). 

Notee that even for T O Fm da ta the forward T OF peak may be centered up to 2 channels away 
fromm the desired position at channel 120. This behaviour is not understood. It may be due to the 
neglectt of a possible energy dependence of the sub-Dl-module correction, causing the peak position 
too be dependent on the average Dl energy spectrum. The displacements might also be caused by 
unknownn time dependences of one or more of the relations determined in Section 2.6.2 (the outgassing 
phasee at the start of the CGRO mission is one example of such a possible t ime-dependent influence 
onn TOFo). Finally, the use of a parabolic function to approximate the background underneath the 
Gaussiann forward T OF peak, the true shape of which is unknown, may possibly result in a shift of the 
fittedfitted Gaussian when the background changes from observation to observation. For the standard 115-
1300 T OF selection, an uncertainty of 2 channels in the position of the forward T O Fn peak corresponds 
too uncertainties in the flux correction factors for the standard Ej intervals that are less than ~ 12% 
(Boerr & van Dijk 1994). 
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Thee impact of the improved resolution of TOFm data on the imaging analysis ( SRCLIX; Sec-
tionn 3.4.3) was addressed by analysing the Crab in the four standard ET ranges using data from Obs. 1 
(vann Dijk 1994). In the lowest three Ej ranges, the standard 115-130 TOF selection was applied, 
whilee the narrower range 116.5-123.5 was used in the 10-30 MeV interval. The MLR values at the 
positionn of the Crab using TOFn/TOFm data were found to be 90/96, 326/351, 199/210 and 68/74 
respectively,, corresponding to increases in detection significances when using TOFni data of 0.3<r to 
0.7(7.. These differences are due both to the increased signal-to-noise, and to influences of the different 
instrumentall  backgrounds within the TOF selection on the background modelling. Obviously, a better 
impressionn of the relative impacts of these two effects on imaging analysis, and the possible dependence 
on,, e.g., the zenith angle of the source, could be obtained from an analysis of more observations of a 
strongg 7-ray source such as the Crab. Nevertheless, the limited amount of results given above indicate 
thatt it probably would be better to replace the TOFn data with the TOFm dafa when a reprocessing 
off  all data would be planned. Several observations have already been reprocessed for the background 
studiess discussed in Chapter 3, as well as for studies of the CDG background for which a high TOF 
resolutionn is even more important. The analysis in Chapters 4 and 6 was performed with the standard 
TOFnn data. 

2.77 Influence of PSD selections on the response 
Thee Pulse Shape Discriminator value (PSD, [channels]) determined on board is a measure for 

thee decay time of the scintillation pulse in the Dl detector. In general, the signal resulting from 
aa photon-electron scattering decays faster than that from a neutron-proton scattering, allowing for 
thee rejection of the neutron-induced events. However, the raw PSD is not suitable for this due to 
itss strong dependence on the Dl energy deposit E\. Therefore, the raw PSD is corrected during 
processingg (COMPASS program EVPRNN; Section 2.1.3) in such a way that photon-induced events 
peakk at channel ~ 80, independent of E\, while neutron-induced events end up typically around 
channell  <-- 115. Fig. 2.16 shows the distribution of the corrected PSD for one day of flight data. In 
orderr to enhance the neutron-induced component relatively to the photon-induced component, the 
firstfirst of which is stronger at higher E\ and is found at somewhat larger TOF values, a 5-20 MeV 
selectionn on E\ was applied and gamma-2 data were included (Section 2.1.2). 

Althoughh the photon component of the corrected PSD peaks just below channel ~ 80 independent 
off  Ei, the shape of this distribution does depend on Ei. This is depicted in Fig. 2.17, which shows 
PSDD distributions for calibration data as a function of E\, subject to a 110-130 TOF selection. At Dl 
energyy deposits above a few hundred keV, the PSD distribution becomes symmetrical with a roughly 
Gaussiann shape. However, towards lowT)l energy deposits, the PSD cannot accurately be determined 
andd its distribution becomes broad with a tail extending to higher PSD values. Since these calibration 
dataa are free of neutrons, which was checked by means of the TOF distribution and the Ej distribution 
att large PSDs, the changes observed in Fig. 2.17 are a genuine effect for photon-induced events. 

AA selection on PSD, like the standard selection of 0-110 (Section 2.4.1), rejects the events outside 
off  the selection range, and therefore also a certain fraction of the photon-induced events. Since the 
fractionfraction depends both on the PSD selection and on the E\ spectrum, the latter of which is a function of 
thee zenith angle and the spectrum of the source, this selection effect must be included in the response 
descriptionn (den Herder & van Dijk 1992; van Dijk 1992a). For this, the shape of the PSD distribution 
ass a function of E\ is required in analytical form. After various attempts, it was found that the PSD 
distributionn for photon-induced events could empirically be described at all Ei by the so-called PSD 
functionn FpsDi which is defined as 

^ P S D ( Z )== a3exp ~~(a~~(a44(x(x - ai)2 + a5(x - a^)) XX  T(x), (2.24] ] 
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FigureFigure 2.16. This figure shows the distribution of the corrected PSD for gamma-l+gamma-2 data 

fromfrom TJD 8395. The peak just below channel 80 consists of photon-induced events, while the neutron-

inducedinduced events are visible as an extended distribution above channel ~90, peaking around channel 

~115. ~115. 

withh T{x) the threshold function 

T(x)=T(x)= ( e x P [ - 2 ( x _ a i ) / a 2 ' iff  x < o i; 
iff  x > a i, 

xx the PSD in channels and the a, the ^ -dependent coefficients. The threshold function T(x) is the left 
flankk of a Gaussian centered on a-[ with width a = a2. Note that the remaining term in Eq. (2.24) is 
alsoo just a Gaussian. Because the fitting procedure diverges unconstrained when this lat ter Gaussian 
iss described in terms of the normal amplitude, mean and width, it has been made dependent on a\. 

Thee coefficients a{{E\) were determined from the 2 4Na, 5 4M n and 2 2Na data obtained during 
thee PSF calibrations at the Gesellschaft für Strahlenforschung (GSF) in Neuherberg, Germany. Al l 
da taa were summed and divided in 2 keV E\ bins for which PSD distributions were made. These 
distr ibutionss were subsequently fitted using the PSD function F P SD from Eq. (2.24). Examples of 
suchh fits are shown in Fig. 2.17. 

Forr inclusion in the response description, one needs to know the probability that the PSD for a 

photon-inducedd event, with an E\ energy deposit in the Dl detector, falls in the selected range of 

PSDD values [L,H].  Using the parameters a , ( £ i ), it is straightforward to calculate these acceptance 
probabilitiess P P SD from 

PPSD(EI,L,H)=PPSD(EI,L,H)= I FpsD(x\ai{Ei))dx/ I F pS D( * M £ i ) ) < t e - (2.25) 

Forr the standard PSD selection of [L,H]  = [0,110], the probability PPSD is ~ 0.6 at 50 keV and 

smoothlyy increases to a value of > 0.99 at E\ « 200 keV. When a narrow PSD selection of [L , II]  = 
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FigureFigure 2.17. This figure shows distributions of the corrected PSD for calibration data taken at GSF in 
Neuherberg,Neuherberg, Germany. The Ei range for each plot is 2 keV around the central energy given above 
thethe plots. Also shown are the fits to these distributions with the PSD function (see text). 

[70,90]]  is applied, these probabilities are reached at E\ energies of ~ 140 keV and ~ 550 keV respec-
tively. . 

Thee function PPSD(E\,L,H) has been incorporated in those parts of the RES and SIM software 
thatt generate the PSFs. Apart from subtly changing the shape of the PSFs, the implementation of 
PPSDD a ' s o affects the normalization. The latter is only ~ 3% for an-1-3 MeV PSF for an E~2 power law 
spectrum,, but may be as high as ~ 16% for an 0.75-1 MeV PSF for the much softer VVien spectrum 
withh kT = 60 keV. Because PPSD depends on E\ and therefore on the zenith angle 0 of sources, the 
PSFss also depend on 9. This is only a second-order effect, however, and it is usually neglected in 
standardd analyses for which PSFs are used that were generated for a zenith angle of 9 = 10°. More 
detailedd information on the determination of the shape of the PSD distribution as a function of E\ 
cann be found in van Dijk (1993a). 
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2.88 Liv e times 

Anyy experiment may lose potential events due to full buffers, busy electronics, or other causes. 
Thiss also holds for the COMPTEL data stream. The electronic circuitries of the module FEEs, the 
FCC,, the AEand the DE (Section 2.1.2) may not be ready to process the next pulse, and the maximum 
telemetryy rate is only 48 events per packet (2.048 s; p. 29). Known dead times vary from ~ 1.5 //s 
forr the module FEEs to 1.8 x 102 /is for the DE. Moreover, the interaction of a charged particle in 
onee of the veto domes may accidentally coincide with a scattering photon which, in the absence of 
aa signal from the anti-coincidence system, would have produced a valid event. To account for these 
signall  losses, a live time is calculated for each superpacket. The live time for COMPTEL data, defined 
ass the fraction of time during which a potential event can be accepted for onboard processing and 
transmission,, can be written as 

LLTlTl = / T ' X / °E X / A E X /v X / F I X fF2 * /DI-A X /D2-I (2-26) 

withh Li) the live time for gararaa-i data (i = 1,2; p. 29) for the minitelescope consisting of Dl-fc 
andd D2-/. The functions ƒ{}  are the live-time factors of the different components involved: f^f for 
thee telemetry, /DE and /AE for the DE and AE, f\ for random coincidences in the FCC with veto 
signals,, / FI and fp2 for random coincidences in the FCC with signals from the Dl and the D2 detector 
respectively,, and foi~k and fo2-l for the Dl- and D2 FEEs. 

Muchh of the information needed to calculate the ƒ{) in Eq. (2.26) is contained in the HKD data 
sets.. These data sets contain the housekeeping data of COMPTEL, like rates and high voltages, 
withh a time resolution of 1 superpacket. Some of these rates are determined from a 16.384 seconds 
integration,, others are sampled during one packet (= l/8th of a superpacket = 2.048 seconds). Of 
thee HKD parameters required, we can distinguish 4 types: 

 roll-over scalers, continuously counting pulses cyclically from 0 to 65536. Examples of this type are 
ALLEV11 and PR0EV1 which count the number of events input to- and processed by the AE respectively. 
Thee units in the HKD data set are [counts/16.384 s], 

 software counters, continuously counting pulses with a reset to 0 every superpacket. Examples of 
thiss type are GAMjCNT (j = 0,3) and CALjCNT (j = 1,5) which count the number of events in thegamma-
0,, gamma-1, gamma-2 and gamma-3 classes respectively (assigned by the DE; sec Section 2.1.2). The 
unitss in the HKD data set are [counts/s]. 

 sample counters, counting pulses for a period of 2.048 seconds each superpacket. Examples of this 
typee are SCDlj (j =1 ,7) and SCD2J (j — 1,14) which denote the module rates. The units in the HKD 
dataa set are [counts/s]. 

 dead-time meters, also counting for 2.048 seconds each superpacket. However, instead of counting 
eventt pulses like the previous three types, dead-time meters count the number of clock pulses that 
occurr during the dead time resulting from the presence of a certain other signal (i.e., an event is 
rejectedd when that signal is present). Examples of this type are SCVCDM, which measures the dead 
timee resulting from random coincidences of events with a signal from the anti-coincidence system, and 
SCD1CDMM and SCD2C0H, which measure the dead time resulting from random coincidences of events 
withh arbitrary interactions in the Dl and the D2 detector. The units in the HKD data set are [clock 
pulses/2.0488 s]. 
Too determine the telemetry factor f£, we also need to know the number of gam ma- i events actually 
receivedd on ground. This information is not contained in the HKD data sets, but can be obtained by 
countingg the number of events in each superpacket in the gamma-i EVP data sets. 

Usingg the HKD parameters described above, the fractional live-time factors from Eq. (2.26) can be 
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writtenn as: 

ITIT -GAHiCNT T 
3 3 

/DEE = ( ^ GAMjCNT + ] P CALjCNT j * 7 S P / A P R 0 E V1 

__ APR0EV1 
/ A EE ~ AALLEV1 

^^ SCVCOM 
/ VV " * ~ 2.048 XRC

 ( 2 ' 2 7) 

SCD1C0H H 
^Fll ~ ~ 2.048 x Rc 

SCD2CGM M 
/ F 22 " 2.048 X Rc 

fDi-kfDi-k - 1 - SCDli x nji.fc, fc = 1, 7 

/D2-JJ = l -SCD2Jxm2. ,, f = 1,14 

withh C7, the number of events in the superpacket in the gamma-t EVP data set, T$p = 16.384 the 
numberr of seconds in a superpacket, Rc = 312500 Hz the clock rate for the dead-time meters and 
Tunn and rt>2-( the dead times of the module FEEs (typically 1.3 - 1.9 fj,s). The A in front of ALLEV1 
andd PR0EV1 denotes the increment of these roll-over scalers during the superpacket. 

Wee can distinguish several ways of calculating the live-time factors in Eq. (2.27), depending on 
thee available information. When both the number of pulses input to a certain component and the 
numberr of pulses output (processed) by that component are known, the live time is simply the ratio 
off  the two. This is the case for the telemetry (/J?), the DE ( /DE) and the AE (/AE)- When only 
thee rate of processed pulses is available, but the dead time of the component per pulse is known from 
calibrationn measurements, the live-time factor follows from simple formulae depending on whether 
thee response is paralysable or non-paralysable (see, e.g., Knoll 1979, Section 3-VII) , assuming Poisson 
statisticss for the arrival time of the pulses. This is the case for the module FEEs (/DI-*,/D2-i) f for 
whichh the response is approximately non-paralysable (i.e., a photon arriving during the dead time 
forr a previously arrived photon does not increase that dead time but is completely ignored). Finally, 
whenn there is only a dead-time meter available for a component, the live-time factor can be obtained 
fromm the ratio of the number of clock pulses measured during dead time and the known rate of these 
clockk pulses ( / F I , /F2 and fy\ see also Section 2.8.1). We note that the formulae given in Eq. (2.27) 
aree valid at all rates when supplied with the correct input. However, this condition may not always 
bee fulfilled at very high rates due to electronic effects. 

Duee to an error in the live-time algorithm of the standard processing, the live-time calculation 
describedd here was implemented in the separate COMPASS program ENGSHD (van Dijk 1992b). An 
examplee of the live times for gamma-1 and gamma-2 data calculated with this program is shown 
inn Fig. 2.18. The large difference in the average live times for the two types of data is due to the 
limitedd telemetry buffer size in combination with the higher priority for gamma-1 data. As a result, 
alll  gamma-1 events are generally telemetered while a large fraction of the gamma-2 events is lost due 
too the fillin g of the buffer. The slow oscillations observed in both pictures are due to rigidity and 
elevationn angle, while the two peaks in the gamma-2 live-time plot are caused by temporal changes of 
instrumentall  settings. 

Forr most gamma-1 data, except for data gathered during solar flares and 7-ray bursts, the live 
timee varies roughly between 0.94 and 0.98 with an average of ~ 0.965. Because these values are close 
too 1, the variations in live time are generally neglected during analysis. The difference in live time 
betweenn minitelescopes (caused by differences in fui-k a n (l /öi-fc) is al so negligible (Weidenspointner 
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FigureFigure 2.18. This figure shows the live time (or gamma.-1 data and gamma-2 data for the minitelescope 
combinationcombination Dl-1 and D2-1 for the arbitrary T.JD 8482. Note the different scaling on the Y-axis. 

1995).. It is therefore sufficient to apply an a posteriori correction of 3% to any fluxes and counts 
derived. . 

Duringg solar flares the dead time may be as large as ~ 99%, mostly due to very high veto dome 
ratess (Section 2.8.2). The dead time during 7-ray bursts is generally dominated by telemetry losses 
andd requires a sub-superpacket analysis (Section 2.8.2). In both these cases, the live-time corrections 
havee to be applied on a (sub-)superpacket basis. 

2.8.11 A note on the veto dead-t ime meter 

Thee veto dead-t ime meter /v counts the number of clock pulses that overlap with veto pulses, 
andd is used to determine the dead time due to random coincidences of 'normal' events with signals 
fromm the anti-coincidence system. With r the (unknown) rate and Atp the length of veto pulses, the 
fractionn of t ime that no veto signal is present is equal to / n ov = e x p ( - r A /p ) (paralysable model; see 
p.. 96 in Knoll 1979). For an infinitely narrow clock pulse, i t is easy to derive that this is equal to the 
fractionn fy in Eq. (2.27). In reality, however, the clock pulse has a finite length of 50 ns. Due to a 
requiredd minimum overlap of the clock pulse with the veto signals, the time during which a veto signal 
mayy actually be added to the veto dead-time meter is Atp + Atc, with Atc « 40 ns (B.N. Swanenburg, 
privatee communicat ion). This means that fnov is not given by / v . but by 

tt _ f A(p/(A( p+A( c) 
./novv — J\' 
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FigureFigure 2.19. This figure shows the light curve for telescope mode events during the first spike of 

GRB910503. GRB910503. 

Att first sight, this would suggest that the use of / v overestimates the live time due to random co-
incidencess with veto signals. However, a veto signal can cause an event to be rejected during the 
completecomplete coincidence time window of 40 ns (see p. 51), i.e., during a time interval of Atp + 40 ns. In 
otherr words, because the time during which a veto signal may be counted by the dead-t ime meter was 
chosenn to be equal to the time during which a veto signal may reject an event (both Atp + 40 ns), the 
deadd t ime given by /v in Eq. (2.27) is correct. 

2.8.22 Liv e t imes durin g solar  flares and 7-ray bursts 

Duringg some parts of solar flares, the flux of hard X-ray photons can become extremely large. 
Whenn this is the case, the many interactions in the veto domes may result in a nearly continuous 
signall  from the anti-coincidence system, causing nearly all valid events to be rejected by the FCC 
(see,, e.g., Ryan et al. 1993). It is unclear whether Eq. (2.27) can still be applied in such instances. 

7-rayy bursts are characterized by large flux variations that occur on time scales which may even 
bee smaller than one second. On the other hand, the information used in Eq. (2.27) is accumulated 
duringg 2.048 or 16.348 seconds intervals. Although this time resolution is usually sufficiënt, even for 
solarr flares which are relatively long-lived events, we cannot straightforwardly apply Eq. (2.27) to 
7-rayy bursts. A sub-superpacket analysis of each of the live-time factors of Eq. (2.27) is required in 
suchh instances (see, e.g., van Dijk 1992c). 

Abovee all, the most important factor to consider is the telemetry factor f^'. Even for moderate 
bursts,, the buffer may fil l up quickly resulting in a 100% dead time until the next readout. This 
behaviourr is nicely seen just after the large peaks at ~ 3 s, ~ 3.6 s and ~ 5.7 s in Fig. 2.19, which 
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showss a typical telescope light curve for a 7-ray burst. Depending on the relative positions of the 
burstt components with respect to the packet- and superpacket boundaries, it is often possible to 
derivee average telemetry live-time factors. This requires knowledge of the precise start- and end times 
off  the burst components (which are available from, e.g., the COMPTEL burst modules D2-7 and 
D2-14),, of the average number of garama-i events just before the burst, and of C ,̂-. 

Thee next important live-time factors during 7-ray bursts are that of the AE and DE. The average 
livee time during the burst for these components can be found from the excess number of counts in the 
relevantt superpacket for the roll-over scalers and software counters involved, compared to the average 
valuess for, e.g., the 10 previous superpackets. 

Iff  the burst was strong enough to significantly influence the module- or veto rates, we also need 
t nn ^ c t . m - i + o t k n l i i r o t i m n f-./-t r t i -c f,- A-.. f ^ „ f^. , (  — 1 7*, nnH f r ^ , () — 1 1 d\ T M c T>art n f t h e 

analysiss is complicated due to fact that the relevant counters have been sampled for 2.048 seconds 
somewheree during the superpacket. The SCD1C0H and SCD2CDH needed for /pi and fp2 are therefore 
oftenn not available. Fortunately, during seven out of each eight packets of 2.048 s (p. 29), the rate of 
aa Dl module and of at least one D2 module is measured. This allows for an estimate of these rates in 
thee other modules and also for the composite SCD1C0M and SCD2C0M. In a similar way, SCVCOM (needed 
forr /v) may be estimated from the individual veto-dome rate meters if the sampling of SCVCOM did 
nott coincide with the burst. 
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